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CHEAP TRICK WAS
PLAYED BY PAPER

gPhadancamhisulen'adteerrstacnodmipangnyi
through
ntned to secure the approval of Mr
Wallace Well, Mr. Gilbert and Mr
Bower, and I wish to make this public announcement that I was authorized to do so through the president
of the Commercial ciab at an ogee
meeting. Through the press of
I overlooked this which I busine regret very much, and wish to make
this announcement in justice to the
president and the directors that were
present."

HOME CONSUMED
BY ANGRY FLAMES

HART (IIALLKNGE.,

w INNER

Kentucky Fighter Wants to Meet
Vkior of San leraticieco Bout.

Buffalo. Her destinatios was New
York, where she had a brother living. Her mother, she said, was
dying in Chicago and had written
her expressing a wish to see her son
before the end came. The girl had,
!no money and resolved to walk to
'New York In an endeavor to find her,
and carry out her mother's
Col. James Sleeth Burned On !brother
wishes. Railroad men helped her an And Engineer Is Helpless To
the journey by giving her trite rides.
Neck And Arms.
Avert Tragedy
The girl will come to New York to•
day and endeavor to fulfill her mis:eon.
Thinks of Dog and Horse First Thing
Herthroken Note Addreesest to Sone•
and Saves Th
s"
ite nite
linatun Blazing
One lie Loves it. the lees
Explanation.,

RESCUES ANIMALS
I AT RISK OF LIFE

Louisville, Nov. 2.-.Russel Hart,
manager of his brother, Marvin
Hart, this aftertMon aired James
Commercial Club Directors
Mr.and Mrs. Allen Were Awak Coffroth, of Sae Francisco, a dialienge from "Marvelous" to the winSign Public Statements.
tier of the KaufMann-Berger battle.
ened By Smoke.
Slots his sie-roluia set-Lo with
Hchreck in New York City about a
year ago Hart haa been rust:eating
Asked if They Had Attended MeetReform to Save Valuable Papers and on his
term here,. He only yesterday
ing, AS Night and They RePersonal Effects Re/suited in
figured in a thrilling rescue, grabplied, "No."
lajurk-s.
bing the pistol Of a drunken man,
who bad the drop on a junk dealer,
and it is thought was about to fire.
Hart happened to be passing the
THE FALSEHOOD IS UNCOVICRIED
LOSS WILL BE ABOUT $1,000.
FOUR STABLES ARE DESTROYED.
WRECKS wrotta ROOM fW OWN}link store at the time.
MA
EVIDENTLY PIANO TUNER
ARE AMERICAN DELEGATES TO
CINNATI SOUTHERN.
CONFEItENCE OF WIRELESS.
St.'rred by a cheap trick, whiehl
Awakened by suffocating beat and
Col. James Sleeth, the druggist
bought them into unpleasant notosmoke Jerome Allen, his wife and
The name of the seas killed by the
and member of the board of health,
Chattanoog
Railroad
a
Shops
Visited
riety, and put them in the false light
train at Clark's Statism In John Murbaby boy, of Lamont, rushed from
is
ba;Ay
burned,
England
the
result
his
of
With
Horrible
and
Italy
Oatamrophe
Make
ReserveLast
of seeming to say what they had not,
their beds last night at 12 o'clock to
ray, 30 years old. of Megeold. Fred
heroism this morning in rercuing his
times Which Nullify Effect of
Night.
the open air to safety just in time to
liteestrii. Harry R. Hank, Dan FitzRoth Wept
el theirs to Ode( or
fine dog and horse from a burning
Agreement.
escape
patrick Wallace Well and George H.
cremation.
Police Mt
Valuable Papers
eho identified him.
stable. His hands, neck and ears are
and motley in the house drew wife
He is an itinteent piano tuner, sewGoodman have slimed statements
badly burned, and he is today conlag ems bine repairer and
concerning the reasiatIons adopted
Chattanooga. Nov. 2.—A terrific and husband into the burning house Money
guitar
,And Papers Thought fined by the injuries.
by the Commercial club directors explosion occurred in the yards aid Kean and both were seriously burned.
Col. Sienth was awakened by the
Berlin. Nov. 2.—American dele- player.
Alien is a prosperous farmer, forfaeoring the water works contract itcsre room of the Cincinnati Southern
cry of fire. He arose to find his sta- gates to the International Congress
To Be Sate In Vault.
tied the park bond issue. They were railroad this morning. As a result merly a liveryman in Paducah. Ile
A heartbroken note, a pencilble burning. The fire caught from of Wireless telegraphy today exowned
a
email
frame dwelling and
tricked by the question. "Did YOU Clark Evans, colored, is dead and anthe stable of W. J. Hills next door. SI pressed the greatest dissatisfaction written scale,• few addresses in •
attend a meeting at night?" and other man fatally injured. Almost last night retired early.
318 North Ninth street, and spread with the terms of the agreement :tote book and a mandolin pick, are
At 11 o'clock he was awakened. Hardin Herald and Paraphernalia and rapidly.
they responded no. As a matter of a score are seriously injured. The
Col.
Sleeth
secured
a reached by the conference govern- all :eft to disclose the identity of an
Keeorde of Mistrusts Also, were
fact. the Commercial club meeting store house was entirely destroyed l'he smoke suffocated him. He seised
blanket from his bed, thinking In ing the exchange of messages be- unknown man, evidently • piano tu
Destroyed.
at which the resolutions, were adopt- Several other buildings were dam- his wife who had also awakened,
tier, woo threw himself In front or
stantly of the necessity of blinding tween
ireless
systems.
an Illinois Central freight train
aged. Every window in the power and the mother took her baby in her
ed was held in the day time.
his horse before he could rescue It. Whil inter-communicat
this
ion
was
ararms,
wrapping
her
gown about it,
Mr. B. H. Scott also was tricked bombe of the Chattanooga Electric
and succeeded in totting the
animal ran ed for theoretically, reservation morning shortly after 12 o'clock at
and fled.
, t :ark• station four miles
the same way. He said he did. not railway was broken.
nut. H.s hands were burned in this was made by
east of
England and Italy, both
Reaching the open air they began innee ABOUT FIVE THOUSAND. act.
attend a night meetings %As ditl lost
Patheah on the Louisville division,
of which have contracts with
the
to think of valuables. Mr. Allen
He remembered his fine bird dog. Marconi system.
even know the pantos, or the quesand was instantly killed. He seemed
BRITISH STEAMER AFIRE.
, fought the fire which
Tills v/1:1 practically
originated in
and rushing back into the stable, nullify the
I to have been drinking and
tion staked him until he read an
effect of the agreement
staggered
th• cooking room. He was unsuccessarticle ibis aborting saying he did Crew, With gumption of Two, Reain front of the engine as the train
Fire destroyed the bank of Hardin, grabbed the frightened canine and w.th the American companies.
ful and was badly burned about the
nirried
it
out,
not attend the meeting or the Comthe
falEng
approached
brands of
med by Pansbag Vessel.
him. The engineer did
bead and hands, loosing all his hair. the Masonic hail ant plant of the
e severely burned his neck and ears. FIND
mercial club direetors when the reso
BONES 23,000 YE IRS OLD. not observe him In time, and did
Hardin, Marshall
His wife remembered valuable papers Hardin Hereld
Dr.
Horace
Rivers wa- called this
lutions were adopted. Mr. Scott met
ping was impossible. The man was
Queenstown, Nov. 2.—The British in the wardrobe
and rushed into the county, a few miles south of Padu- morning and
administered
with the directors in response to the steamer Vedamore, from Baltimore
struck in the head, knocked off the
to the Geologists 'stoke Disa-os,'r
building to save them. She was un- cah on the N., C. & St. L. tag night druggist's
in
TeX/U1
wants.
call of the presidest and heartily Oct. 30 for Liverpool, passed Kinthe train crew
Showing Dencrt Was Once Jungle. right of way and
successful, and staggered out of the between 8 and 9 o'clock. The cause
Cause Is Unknown.
endorses both measures.
picked him up dead.
of the fire ir tinknoun, and the toes
ii lad this morning and signaled burning house minus
her hail and a
Fire
bloke
out
from
some
The to:lowing statemente indicate that eke saw the British steamer Ne- portion of
The train was the second section
unEl Pa
her. gown. The blazing Is complete, no (Imitative being carGeolgica,
g.
as.
fellow ofNov.
known cause in the stables of W. J.
the 2.—Wa)ter
how utterly false and contemptible llie* abandoned and on fire in lati- robe she wore
of freight, No. 188, in charge of EnKoch,
was smothered out be- ried.
was the misspelled attack this mora- tude 51 north and longitude 15 west fore she was badly burned.
The fire was discotrenci shortly af- HAS, 318 North Ninth street, at 2 catty of London, and
gineer David Kennedy and ConducG. B. Richardter P onlock. It caught Is the iirst lonlock this morning and
ine on an organization which is The crew of the Names with the exburned son, of the United States geo.ogicai tor E. C. Derrington. It left Paducannot
"I
begin
to estimate my flour
doiag everything the united business ception of two men, who were lost,
of tae tso s1ory brick building. rapilly, consuneng the stables Of stiletto, I'; rio•alestions here, have
ur, cah at midnight and the accident
loss," Mr. Alisti stated over the teleA bucket brigade sae unable to cope ne•ghbore before the fire was disco,men can to promote the welfare of were taken on boatel the Vedatnere.
jawbones. of teo tapirs,
25,0earthd sup- nannened a few minutes after leavphone at noun. He was able to be up
in.ed
and
The British steamer Sylvania, from
nab the oonnagration and the tire
the fire department called Posed to base
the city:
existed hero
0.0 tug Paducah. On account of the
although badly burned. The house
Ilioniten Oct. X4 for Liverpool, has retehas
ingtoo hut to satellite to save any- out.
years ago, and an elephant's tooth, shoo distance back to l'aducah the
was partially insured and will say
The Hilis stable Is located on an from an animal
Pelted subsequently seeing the NeESIMesaeut Untrue.
which probably lived train was backed into the union staroughly that I lost $1,00e. My wife
on fire In about the same posiThe bulidarn was occupied dawn al:ey back of the residence. It ad- about 12,009 years
"I wish to state that I was at the
ago. The dig- don and the coque given into the
was badly frightened by the shock,
meeting of the
Commercial dub t**, or about 200 sidles off the Irish and Is alio badly but not seriously stairs In front by the bank, in the joins the stable of Colonel James eovery of the bones proves, the goo_ eire of atattetr • attaches, who
norear by the Hardin Herald. edited by Sleeth and is across the alley from :oasts say, that this great desert
held in the morning when the reso- coast
re- tified Coroner Eaker. The coroner
burned. I have no Idea how the fire
Jack Wear. The Masonic hall oc- the stables of Mrs. B. Weille, Sr.. glen was once a jungle. Tapirs live removed the body to
lutions enee adopted desiring
the Matt-it-Etthe
caught."
ewpied the ugliest**.
and Mr. Louis Levy. All four stables cn roots along river banks and ele- tinger undertaking
nalecation of the water eientaset
maim 02,11.1111111,
morgue.where it
• Ms. AILs. lost mdeablo Man dse'"hi Bank it
,tvere
burned.
Ratdia
is-cap
The
phants
Nos.
italised
is
1. 3 and 4
wool* not bays been Isere unbeing hcld for identlecalJes.
.td approvirtg the park bond propoabout $30 in cash. He regrets the at $15,000 and
Gene lrvau is the fire companies answered the alarm. less it had been marshy.
The. man IS about 5 feet II 'aches
sitions and the statement made ID Of Mutilation of Independence Pods lose of the papers most
of all. After president. It hos been a flourishing The fire had gained too
great a headtall, has curly bait. and blue eyes.
doss to Re Probed.
lettrising paper is absolutely no
the fire he went to the real- bank since ha organisatio
n, and way and the loss was complete.
DYNAMITE FOR WEDDING JOY. He was ordinarily dressed and case
true, and I never made a statement
deoce of Sheriff John Ogilvie, and the while the Ore will
set it back to" some
Chief Wool states that the damNew York, Nov. 2.—As a result of family win, Nye
ried nothiag about his person ento anyone that I was not present at
with Sher,ff
Urn., will not necessitate its closing age will amount to about $1,000
the letter sent yesterday by William until quarters
Friends of Wisconsin Farmer Nearly (-stet a small leather note book Into
title meeting."
are secured.
business. The papers, books End partly covered by insurance.
R. Hearst to Judge Otto Rosaleky
which he had wribblect mary names,
Wreck House in Celebrating,
P. DAN FITZPATRICK.
money had been carefully placed in
charging groom criminal negligence on
some from Fancy Farm. Mayfield,
the
met,
is
and
It
thought
the vault
the part of the members of the board
Madison, Ale., Nov 2. — Charles and oiher Graves county towns, also
Mr. Goodman Yemeni.
remains intact. It will be opened as
A Roberts. living on a farm near residents; of Wickliffe, Fulton
"Last evening Mr. Robert Win of elections, which resulted, he aland
c
s
ued.
oo
r
n
as an expert locksmith Is seStoughton, draws the line at the use Paducah. He had been seen lately
hehn called me up over the phone leges, on the mutilation of petitions
filed by candidates of the Independof dynamite by charivari partien. To about Paducah saloons, and was recand asked me If I was at the meetThe Mascot, printing company ant
ence League. MacDonald DeWitt, a
celebrate R )berts' marriage some of ognized by Harry Allen, who opering of the Commercial club the
bank
carried
ineurance.
no
The
WAS
STARKS-ULLMAN RAND FOR
lawyer in the offices of Clarence J.
his friends gathered at his home last ates a saloon at 11U South
Third
Diana before,' to which I answered
building was owned by the banking %ND W.tai PURSUED BY MOB TO
PLAYING FOR LADIES.
Shesrn, appeared at the district atSunday night and exploded several street. Allen did not know his name.
ItEET
WI
I
NE4PECTOR
no, as I knew of no meeting of the
'S
OFFICE.
enpany
and
no
Insurance was cartorney's office today, accompanied by
sticks
dynamite,
of
wrecking part of
Coroner Frank Eaker was unable
Commercial club on the night before.
led on it.
witneseee to testify in support of
the house. Roberts went to Stough- -to get service on members of
the
I attended a meeting at 11 o'clock
The loos is estimated roughly at
Mr. Hearst's contention. They are cearared
ton and wore out warrants against train crew, and could find out few
on the morning of October 31,where the men
$2,000.
This
includes
When
They
the
Donated
mill:Pfierywho make affidavit to the
four young farmers charging them particulars of the affair. From what
the bond issue for parks and the pro
ment of the three businesses, bank, tifred Breediow Was Arrested and
to Citizens/ Rally at
truth of the statements.
with malicious destruction of prop- the engineer stated the man
Locked Up on charge of Petit
was
printing ant the Masonic hall furnitposed contract with the water comCity Hail.
erty, an offense which carr:es a drunk. Pieces of fresh lemon in
Larceny- This Morning.
his
ure. The logs on the building is
pany were discussed and approved DOG SAVES
FAMILY FROM FIRE
gravo penalty in this state,
pocket indicated that he was treatabout the SIMI.
I, with everybody else present, aping his stomach for excessive drink.
proved Use resolutiens. I have never
Awakens Master in Time to Escape
FAILURg OF MEXICAN SCUE.ME The writing in the book, showed
Members of the Starks-t7lImen
to:4 anyone that I was not present
From Burning Home.
With half a hundred people purthat he had an unsteady hand.
band, which furnished the music at
at this seoetree.
suing him, Alfred Breedlow, colored, Recelier Named at La Crosse for
The musk scale in sharps and flats
the citizens' rally at the city ball last
GORGE H. GOODMA.N.
ran into the open arms of Street InChippewa Fall% Wis., Nov. 2.— night are Indignant at theartiole
Company Capitalised at $600,000. was scribbled in his book. He markpubspector Alonzo Elliott at his office.
John Dolan, his wife, two daughters lished th$ morning with reference
ed "piano" under some names Ind.to
Mr, Weil's Statement.
new the city hall at 10 o'clock this
and son, were saved from burning their organization
La Crosse. Wis., Nov. 2.
There are 20.CAUGHT
Judge eating that he tuned pianos.
Mr. Jim Wilhelm called me over
SKETCHING THE FOR-.mornine and was immediately
to death In their home early this members of the band, and all of them
taken Fruit in the circuit court today apLooks Like Suicide.
the "pMee and asked me if I at- morning
TRESS AT MANILA.
to ponce headquarters and lodged it. pointed C. S. Van Auken receiver of
by their dog. Dolan was are employes of the Starks-Ullman
The following note written in a
tended the meeting of the Commerthe
lockup, vending trial for petit the Mexican
first aroused by the dog's howling, Saddlery company. They organised
Plantation company. vest pocket memorandum book, incial cieb. I informed him that I did but told the
larceny.
animal to "shut up," the band for their own pleasure, and
The company is capitalized at $600,- dicates that he committed suicide:
not, as I forgot about it and underHe stole a pair of shoes from the 000. A great amount of stock
and went to sleep. The dog then hays cheerfully offered their services
nerly brok
will , "My Dere One—You
Yellow Fellow Holds—Rank of Cage
stood that there was no meeting at
Ben Michael store and was observed eed in all parts of Wisconsin. many 'my hart the way you don use. If you
jumped onto the bed and seized Do- to an sorts of public enterprises and
tain
I
and
Had
Several
meeting,
the
when
night, but this
sketches
tin the act. With each step he enlist- people of small means being among font want to treat me right it is all
lan by the arm. This thoroughly movements, a spirit that Is to be com*His Possession.
revelations were
adopted
was on
awakened the man and the family mended, They gave their services on
ed a follower, and by the time the the purchasers. The failure Is at- , right. But you never will see anfone
Wednesday during the nay, and
police
station, which
escaped just as the roof was fal'n two occasions Fast week, to the lahe
made tributed to the exorbitant price paid ,elce :Ike me. dere. You looked so
while I was not present at the meetdies conducting the cooking demonstraight for, was reached he had a for the_glantation from the first sweet lest night, I did want to dance
ing In
ing. but was notified of same, I had
_
strations at Rhodes-Burford.s. They
holders and to the Ill luck attending !iinth you so bad. But yOu did so bad
Manila Nov. 2.—A Japanese ot- regular mob after him.
expressed myself Is hearty approval
were highly praised for their dona- ficer known to
BISHOP GALLOWAY BETTER.
woulcint ask you
tut operations.
to. My god, I
hold a commission
of the adoption of these resolutions.
tion in that instance by the paper as captain
hope you will love me for I will love
of engineers In the mike- surroN WINS FROM SCHAEFER
, and do approve them, and sineerely
It Is Believed That He Is on the Reed which was so severe on them this do's army, was caught today In die' INTANGIBLE ASSETS LAW VALID you as !Ong as I !iv. May God bier;
trust that these measures for Abe
Morning.
to Recovery.
you, my dere one, forever. Goodbye
• guise engaged in sketching certain Defeats "Wizard" by Score of 500 to
park bond issue and the ratifIcation
fortificatio
ns
Appellate
in
18.2
Manila
at
429
Texas
in
Court
Upholds
harbor.
He
New
Baltimore.
of the proposed contract with the
Janke-on, Miss., Nov. 2.—Dr. E.
Among the names, evidently
THOUSAND POUND STONE
promptly was arrested and keeps will
Statute in Railroad Case•
a
water company will carry, as 7 think
H. Galloway, who was 'men- tonight
list of his patrons, were: Mrs. Watts,
be taken to deport him immediately.
Baltlmore, Nov. 2 —George Set
it is the best for the city. Very reat the residence of his father, Bish- knocks Men From Fourth Floor to A sear^h of his effects revealed see- . ton last night defeated Jake SchaeAustin, Tex., Nov. 2.—The new In- 13 and Trimble street; Mrs. Smith:
spectfully.
WALLACE WEIL.
the Basement.
op Galloway, gave a very cheering
eral well executed sketches of the fer at billiards, 18.2, 600 points. run- tenth', assets law was held constitu- John Beare!, Orem: Mr. Klintain,
report as to his condition. The paforts on the islands. Washington was fling ont in his thirty-third inning tional by the state appellate court to- Fancy Farm; Dr. Men Wingo: Hall
Mr. Rank's Statement.
tient is more than holding his own
Philadelphia, Nov. 2 —Two mea notified at once. Orders from there,Schafer'a score was 429. The lan I day. In a delsion in the case of sev- Reilingly, 110 South Third street:
wish to state that Mr. Bob Wiland it is believed that he is in a were killed add live seriously injured are awaited.
ternsT73 in his seventh inning was; eral railroad, against the state tax Ltutie Slayton, ,Sitelber; Dunn Bros..
helm telephoned and asked if I atfair way to recovery. Telegrams and by the slipping of derrick chains at
bit high run of the evening. In his board to test the statute. The court Wickliffe.
tended a meeting of the Commercial letters
and telephone messages as a new building today.
thirty-second Inning Sutton ran ten I (Witted, however, that the tax board
Men were
T. MOSELEY PRESIDENT.
club the night of October 31. I stat- to
hls condition continue to come in. working on a scaffold under the derand missed the shot that would have does not have the power to assess inFairbanks' Schedule insert.
ed no. as there was no meeting 'at Indicating
wide interest.
rick when the chain slipped, throwtangible property and can only make
Peru. Ind,, Nov. 2.— Vice PresiElected by Central Labor Union to made his score 500.. Schaefer, with
the club rooms. The meeting that I
ing a thousand pound stone down
his score at 418, was unable to score ' recommendations to the assessors as dent Fairbanks' special was' comSucceed L. If. Langston.
was requested to attend was during
upon them. Men and stone were
President After Turkeys.
more than 11 toward closing the / to what the aasessinents should be.
pelled to detour around a wreck this
the day, and I could not atteed on
Richmond. Va., Nov. 2.—The pres- canned from the fourth floor to the
gap,
however.
moraing. His schedule was seriousLast night the Ceetral Labor 11010J
account of urgent business, but It
basement.
ident, Mrs. Roosevelt and Surgeon_Carnegie Works Logs.
'
ly disarranged. The wreck occurred
met and elected a president to sue
was known that I heartily approved General
Rimy, at Pine Knot, got up
Pittsburg, Pan
Nov.
2.—The on the Wabash, west of Peru.
FOUR ARE DE ID.
A
teed L. M. Langstoo. resigned. Mr
of the proposed ratification of the early this morning
anti started on a
Rich Man Murdered.
Plant of the Carnegie Plow and Man- freight train struck a broken rail
Langston went to Cairo to work and
water contract with the city, and al- hunt for wild turkeys Mighty
huntPittsburg, Nov. —James McMillan, T. Moseley. vice president, was eiset In Battle Between Officer.; and Rob- ufacturing company with its valua- and 21 cars left the trek+.
so for issuing $166,000 for park er, though the president
is, it seems a prominent business
ble machinery In East Carneeie, was
man
was lid to suceeed him. Charles Horton
hers in Washington.
purposes. I with to reiterate my ap- that he etas never potted a wild
tur- found murdered near his home In
destroyed by tire early today, causthe of the Retail Clerk's un,on, was elect
provel of these resolutions of Octo- key, and it is his ambition to add
Stole.His Outfit.
fashionable section of the city- this ed vice president. E. B. Sanders was
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 2— Four lag a los% of $125,000. The fire
While "D:nk" Banowe, of Clark's
ber 31, covering the above proposn this achievement to his record.
mordingn His money watch and sev- chosen financial secretary. vice W. E. men are dead as a result
of a bat- originated in the foundry building. river, was in a house on the south
HARRY R. HANK.
Mins.
eral diamonds were missing.' Mc- Gipson, who is unable to attend the tle late yesterday
near Kennewyck.
side owned by him, collecting rent
••••
Millan's head was crushed as it with meetings
Wash., between officers and two men
yesterday, some one stole his horse
Secretary Coons.
a club.
who had—robbed two stores in Ken.
and buggy from In front of the
Mr. Coons said::
s
newyek.
house, and the outfit still Is mimSloarthei le Overdue.
"I wish to state that I was auJudge Gary Dies,
It is the daily average elvenWE tTHER—Fair and slightNew York, Nov. 2.—The Atlantic
ing.
thorized to secure the approval of
Chicago, Nov 2.----Judge Joseph transport
*Lion of a newspaper that the
ly warmer tonight. Saturday
Walked to See Brother.
liner Mo-abs, with 27 cab-,
three or four of the gentlemen that
PI. Gary, one of the most widely In passengers and a cargo of
shrewd advertiser lavesetigatee-New York, Nov. 2.---Lillie Devoen . pertly cloudy with colder by
dive I
were not present at the meeting of
Strike Continue..
known jurists In this section of the stock aboard
night. The highest tempersiture
.nkUsh Water" days don't count.
is over due 28 hours. if. years old, dropped fainting in thei
the Commercial club MMUS on OttoNew York, Nov. 2.--- There Is no
country, and who presided during She sailed from London October 29 streets of
reached yesterday was 03 and
Sun's
The
Yonkers
tinily
last
evening.
average
The
last
'her 31, and at which meeting the
Fettiornent In I trh t of the trouble bethe famous trial of the anarchists in and should have arrived Tueeday at girl was taken
the lowest today VCRS 35.
to a hospital and
month was 3930.
reselutione were adopted approving
tween the Ne,r York Treesnestneen
1823, died suddenly yesterday of the eoulpany's teadquarieri. It Is when revived
Raid - her plight ens
the Bond Issue for Parka, tint the
.sampan:0 Sr
heart disease He was 84 yeart of mall no ;therm is./elt for the venters due
to the feel that she had traitsratifioatioa Of the proposed eontriliet
;and partiv,H
1•afeti6
pied a Crest deal of the way from
autotiloblic•7
/WV

EXPLOSION

DISSATISFIED

BANK OF HARDIN
BURNS TO GROUND

C

PRAISED

0,

STOLE SHOES

JAP SPY

I

'

l

nte•Sri

THROWS HIMSELF
UNDER THE TRAIN

•

4
•

rime TWO

THE PADUCAH. EVENING SUN

FRIDAV, NOl'EMBER 2.

_

•
Your money will buy more value at the New Store
than it will at any other clothing store in Paducah
gibilb

OM*

That is a broad statement, but nevertheless a true one. We intendelci 'such
should be the case, else we should not have asked for your business, and our
customers tell us it is absolutely so.
Men who make it a rule to hold their expenses down to the lowest notch
are rapidly learning this fact. It is the key note of the success we hive made.
Just drop in and see the New Store; you won't be urged to buy, but we won't
promise that you will resist the tempting things you will tee.

Overcoats from $10 to $40

1
•

Suit prices range $10 to $40

Our price range must necessarily be a broad one, for we
intend to have an overcoat to snitany man's pocketbook or taste,
no [natter what they tell him he wants.

Some men don't have more than *10 to put into a snit, so
we want you, if you are in that class, to see the snit we sell you.
It is easily worth $12.50.

•

We are selling just lots of eoats for *10 that our sustomers
sa

more is asked for elsewhere. They are in tl.e latest styles,
and several different cloths, and will surprise you by their goodfleas-

Then there is the $15 man. For him we are specializing on
a line of extraordinary value for the utotteV, and not to be
.itialed for anything like the prier.

At $15 we have a big line, in all the latest styles, in grays
and fancy mixtures, and held at *IS in many stores. hots of
men don't want to put more In an overcoats, and such men
should see these.
Now 120 gives you a still wider range in materials of coats,

We have a second display for the 120 .man which are the
beet to be had for the money. Hand tailored ii, the heiglith of
fashion, in many cloths and styles.
And at higher prieet-125 to f40--we have suits that can
not be duplicated at a tailor's shop at less than double the
price.

and a value that a few years ago was out of the question. :11Hiolutely faultless in cut and carefully tailored in all details.
At Claud up we get into the best ready-to-wear overcoats
made, and we believe we are showing as good as is to be had
anywhere in the eonntry, but prine them just a trine less.

I

All these suits, at any price, gaffe in every style and fabric
your taste may fancy. There is n171.hing missing that should be

a

1
•

here and nothing here that should be missing.

•

We want you to see our splendid lines of underwear and note the prices we have placed on them
Here we Aline, the best lines of the leeding makers in this and the foreign eonntries, and garments at all prices. The Royal Plush, a soft, lined garment, to
prevent irritation, and sells at .3.00 the suit; • Dr. Wright's fleece lined
underwear, at $2.00 a snit; B. and L. Ribbed Wool Suits, at $4.00 a snit; High Rock, fletee, full 14 pounds. at- 50 °cents a garment; Derby
Ribbed, in blue and Acme; Glastenbury Worsted Woolen at *2.00 to f4.00 ..a
suit. This garment is guarantee non-shrinkable. We also have Norfolk and New Brunswick underwear at $3.00 a suit. It is full regular made,
with woven seams, and absolutely guaran.teed not to shrink; Union Snits at 01.50 to
$.5.00. We ha‘e no hesitancy in offering our superb lines of underweat to the people of Paducah, and our experience in this line warrants us in saying there is none
better to be found anywhere at the ipriee. Inspect them early.

Extraordinag value!t $1

Exclusive things in gloves 50c up

We created great interest among our friends with the
Dollar Shirt Bargains we offered a few days ago, in fact have
withal,our shirt, offerings. We have sonic of the newest things
to be men for the man who Woke for the new in shirts, and
we have those old reliable atatidbys for tne man looking for
conacrvative styli-a, and medium price stun. They conic in
plaited or stiff bosom in all the popular patterns, coat styles,
too. Come In and look them over.
•
41"
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We aro agetiti for Fqwnes, and Fish, Clark and Flagg •
Kid -•016411,' and the dcGeorge Imported ecotch Woolen
Gloresomci have, probably, the biggest selection of gloves In
the city. For one thing. the McGeorge Woolen Glove with
silk lining, which prevents chapping, price $1 50; arid a
novelty in the way of a Suede Fabric, lined glove, that lool.s
like and feels like leather, with leather's wearing qualities,
at seq. There is every glove that should be with and noes
that,should not.
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MIMIC WAR TOO CLARRICAL.

:IN

Mc.

D. H.
Baldwin & Co.

PIANOS and ORGANS

A woman is ready to give a man
less Chill Tonto drives oot malaria
aad bultde up the system. Sold by all advice on any subject—except the
*eaters for 37 years. Peals 50 Mill art of shaving.

•
•
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itRPORNIED ?SPELLING

Advent of Heir to Plankinorm Wealth Hrs. F. C. Fairbaalu. Waisted "Walls filtrtke. S'apreme Court and Elicits. n
Cut,. Off Big Ctuerity.
31e Around Again. Willie."
•
Milwaukee, Nov. 2.—A tiny waif.
Wa•hington, Nov. 2.—The quesP ttsburg, Nov. 2.—Franz Kocha wee bit of humanity, who made i.. fir-. violin of the Pittsbnrg or- tion of the propriety of using the
his advent in Milwaukee this morn- chestra and leader of the Mende's- modified -pelling in accordance with
ing. meant the disappearance of mi:! sohn Trto, reeelved a shtick at the- tne order of the president was Indlions to the Milwaukee Hospital ac,- 's.?
ert given by the trio at the lestally plaid _today in the supreme
edclation. If this 'Rile .tranger had Hotel Sthenley. Frequently the au- rotiff.ve the BMW elates. The case
not arrived the hospital In due time dience sends to the lender for "re- under conelleration was that of Salwould have received an estate valued !quest- numbers, and when Koehler Jour against the Cntted States, and
between 13.000.000 and $4,000,000. saw an tuber bring a note from the 3oticitor General Mott war engaged
Now this wealth will remain in the Horner otcapied by Mrs. Frederick . in presenting the government's side
Plankinton family. The youngster Cole Fairbanks. the Dem daughter- In the cease of his argument he had
who so dashed the hopes of the as- in-law of Vice PreskIent Fairbanks.'occasion to refer to a long quotation
brief from a decision of the
sociation is a healthy and promising and her party, be smiled graciously. In
boy to whom Mrs. Woods Plankin- He read the note, shook his head and court rendered some years ago by
ton gave birth, and there is great Ts- toil the usher to say that he did not Just Ice Bradley in which the wordjolettig at ate Plankinton home and have the music. He fried to stick the "through" was spelled "thrn." Chief
among the Plankinton friends there- note in his vest pocket. hut it drop- Justice railer held a eopy of the
at. When John Plankinton died his ped on the floor instead, and then, brief In his hand, and when the word
will was found to contain a provision to Side his corrfnsion he started the was reached Interrupted Mr. Hoyt
that In case no heTr was born or was next nnmber on the program. After with a question as to whether the exalifirat the time of the death of the the concern some one picked up the tract was intended to be a quotation
testator's son, daughter and grand- note which contained the request. It from Justice Bradley's (dada! opinion:
son, the Plankinton estate was to go called for two selections, "Waltz
to the Milwaukee Hospital 'anode- Around Again, Willie," and "WaitDon. ronnected with the Milwaukee ing at the Church." Koehler was deMontana evokes its railroada to
. maintain a station at plottesi town
boepital, to which Mr. Plankinton .jected.
.1ten of In() inhabitance oe-more.
d uringitla•ilfe had-been a generous
coutribbter. If the present-heir Byes
H
THEN! MARKED.
Expert photographers understand
there is no likelihood of the association receiving any of the estate.
Tickets acne to shore, With Demo- h trt of taking thing* easy.
.
1
critic Names Voted.
Hors aimepeaded; Girls Walk Ont.
,1111111,
Democrats are working hard In tho
Appleton, Wis., Nov. 2.—One bunshops
railroad
Iced and twenty-seven boys of the
"I received this morning 1.541 bal1reshmen and sophomore classea 'of lots,
of the educational kind, of
Lawrenee university are nnds‘• nue- course," a well known Democrat
pexiaion and I 56 girl students have dared at the shops this morning "I
gone out on •a strike In sympathy did not notice them at first and nave,
,nd they refuse to return to classes several out. Presently a colored man
until the boys have been reinstated. came to me. He held the ballot I
Manufacturers of
President Planta announced at chap- had given hint before nte
"'What do these cross marks
el exercises this morning that every mean: he inquired
of me. I had not
male member of the two first year before observed them, hut on exam
chows will be barred from recita- 'nation found that every ballot sent
tions until $27 has been paid to de- me was stamped with a red cross op
Sell on installments and
fray expellees Incurred
In making posite the Democratic school trusty.
take old Instruments In
repairs to property damaged by the candidates' names. I gave out no
exchange.
foreehmen and sophomores during more ballots."
careful
of
A
cans
the railroad
-axe
ciaas rustles last month.
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
districts shows clearly that the bond
issue wilt carry by a big majorit,
51 8 BROADWAY
Inharribr for The Finn.
among the railroad people. They are
E P. Bourquio tuner.
in favor of play groundi for the children and will work bard for the ISSUf,
Malaria Maker Pale Mood.
The Old Staudard Grove's Taste-

•
••••ftw.rs.milion,
r04roft.or.rril..isr•-
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GREAT PACIFIC

FREE

Leaders for Saturday, November 2
12 lhn. Sugar for.

70c

24 lb sack tinest.tirst patent
Flour...
83c
3 lbs. White Rice
23e
iba new Navy Means.
36c
The largest Prunes on the Market for Saturday only, lb 14e
12'ie size new Prunes, per lb 9c
lec size Prunes, 2 lbs. for.. 15c
3 lb. can new Tomatoes
:leans new Corn
22c
3 cans new Peas.
22e
Dried Peaches. 2 lbe
3 sacks Table Salt_ '

36c

10e

To All of Our Many Patrons
La rife C.coantits, each
.
Apple Cider Vinegar, quart

7c

As an appreciation of your esteemed patronage,
beautiful

dic

Best Creamery Butter.
33,
2-1b. plots Paw nee Oats. 213e
(A toy In every package/1
35c bottle Syrup
Beechnut Bacon and Dried Beef.
30c Size —.
114:k•
130 site
12
Beechnut, Peanut Batter,

Dinner Sets of the Celt brated Acme
and Princess Chinaware.
Why We Give This Beautiful Ware Free

jar

First., last and always as a token of appreciation of your pita"rotiaga, we divide our proti;s with our patrons and airs you
these beautiful wares as your share.

Toasted Corn Flake, pkg 10c
Raisins and Currants, Pkir......100
12 bars Soap
_
25c

How We Give This Splendid Ware Free
With every purchaee of lec we give you a etanip. 'With 11.Ipi
purchase we give 10 stamps and so on. Therm you stick.on a
vaagree.in a catalogue we furnish you, whjett lime hook explains
to yOu what every page of stamps means to you free in Chin..

Just in, a full line of—iiew ate of all kind'-'; also shelled
Almonds, Walnuts and pecans, stuffed Dates, Figs, citron,
Orange and Lemon Peel.
•

GREAT PACIFIC TEA
Old Phone 1179

1:

ItE3IEMBER it's al: FREE with our compliments. You are
see the DINNER SET YOU CAN

COFFEE CO.

333 Broadway

Invited to call at our store and
GET FREE

New Phone 1176

THE MODEL
1128.Second St.
Wbe,lesttle and retail dealers ih Man's, Boys' and Children's
Clothing, Shoes Hats, Furriilh1nr, Goods, I..adies' Shoes And

TO LET
Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.

Trunks.
eill111111111111111.

YOUR FIRST THOttHT
When dwelling on the PluniSlig or Heating (oration
Who's the b•et to see
Ask your neighbor. Oftener than
he will refer you to

American-German National Bank

E. D. HANNAN

227 Brossclway

Plumbing,

W1 II MILLER &BRO.
Phone 1041.a

is
not

133 South Pourth

SUBSCRIBE FOR TOE SUN

HesAingiata;KriotinintgtiQky

Et 3th Phones' 201

1

41111111111111111111111111MIllamer
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PADU
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NJU SUN

Wednesday, November seventh,
nineteen hundred and six.

Wednesday, November seventh,
nineteen hundred and six.

Our Neb) Home

•
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W edru sday evening
Wednesday evening

we will give away a

Hoosier
Kitchen Cabinet
Value $33.
If you come you have
a chance to win it.

EDNESDAY afternoon and evening, November 7, we will throw open our
°doors for the first annual opening in our new home, 114-116 South Third
street. You are most cordially invited to come and bring your friends to see
what we -believe you will concede to be the handsomest store and the most attractive assembly of Furniture and kindred lines ever shown in this city. There
will be music, flowers and souvenirs.

W

In the evening we will give away a $35 Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet. If you come you stand a chance to win it. See the cabinet
in window and judge whether or not it is worth coming for.

Furniture, Carpets, Stoves and Rangcs
114-116 S. Third St.

MEYER-BOTH CO

Paduc:sh, Ky.

we will give away a

Hoosier
Kitchen Cabinet.

Value $35.
If you come you have
a chance to win it.

AMP
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Crepes "made speeches In a colored
church," as Mr, Aiben Barkley probably very well knew when he In- AFrgo,N *PIO W IL Cele
dited Chet ingseioua denial. whicb.
Iii the etews-Demoerat last
BY Ttit SUN PUOLIS111NOCO. afeeered
night, By the Wily, how altogether
IlfeoetertenATISD
considerate It wis Of Me Barkley to
P. M. FISHER. President
PliXTON, General Manager.
assume for Mr. Cross the rebponslstinscaturroar ewers,
bility of saying something that was
The low creating the park board I will be- asked. from 0,0 {AY ...fOr the Leave Soldiers
On Buffalo
(Entered at bye postoffice at Paducah. certain to prove embarrassing to the
Ky.. as se, ond class matter.,
was introduced by Lexington. Cov- lparka. All the expense"'of buslJg
author in these last few days of the
Creek On Short Rations,
ington and Newport, the olluer second the parks. maintaining them, the inTHE DAILY JUN
$ .10 campaign. But, under the circUnt- team cities of Kentucky. They have terest on the bonds, and every item
carrier, per week
.40
advance
.nail, per month. In
stances, we fear that Mr. Barkley's
parts now, and wanted provisienii of expense will be eared for out of
4.50
mall, per )
,var, In advance
denial of racusations +wettest some- for 'their maintenance, so the pros- this ISTtle
THE 'a EICKLY sLit
body rase do not carry sufficient
Therefore, your taxes won't be in- Outwit Pursuing Troopers in MonPetite of it ever being repealed are out
t•er year. by niell. postage
weight for the porpose. Mr. Berkley of consideration, as theism towns messed ond-rent, regardless of what
talbil by Making a Wide
TEEHHN, Paducah. EY.
Addrrisa
_
Detour.
Phones US is only the city chairman. Tom Tag- would certainly fight any such move say one may tell you. You will have
OrtIce„III Swath Third.
gart should have been selected to very vigorously.
are
whether
bonds
the
Sc
the
to
pay
Payne & Young. Chicago and New
make that denial. He le national
York representatives.
Therefore, if, under the law, we Issued or not.
But, what Is the tax, Sc? If a
THE SUN can be found at the follow- chairman, and, no doubt, Mr. Tag- are to have a park board, let us make
ing places:
gart would have been glad to state the best of the opportunity and es- poor man bee a home he values at PEACE EMISSARY ON HIS WAY
R. D. Clements & Co.
t
*Mr. Cross did not bold a meet- tablish a syetem of parks NOW, for $2,040, he pays $1 a year for the
Van clap &roe
Palmier mouse.
ing at Seventh and Adams streets, as you sid semis. Instead of waiting perks. He would pay that In car fare
Jahn Wilhelm's.
far as it came under Mr. Taggart's tweets'. or more years.
alone, In one week, if be took his tam
Sheridan Wyo., Nov. 2.-A baud
personal observation. After all, that
Under the law, the council is to ily to Wallace park.
Of 100 Ute Indians, it le reported.teis as much as Mr. Alben Barkley can asses
Parke,
park
where
the
our
plan
to
put
a
on
It Is
9100 for
day captured _e wagon loaded trftlk
say with certainty.
which with Paducah, newi:is $5,000 ever they are wanted, One will be
3,000 pounds of flour and supplies,
a year. As the city grows this will In
Mechanicsburg ice well as in
c_.
bound for Arvauda to the Tenth and
all the localities.
The general council .has reduced Increase.
FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 2.
I Sixth cavalry. The driver was held
The $404.0.00 bond issue was conRemember these facts and if there
the city tax rate, built streets, laid
at rifle point while thie redskins
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
sewers, built sidewalks, Improved ceived as a measure to give us now Is any other point on which you want
sacked the entire load esed carried ft
money
as
we
as
much
would
get
unfurther
Information
any
member
of
the city lighting plant, caused the
away,'allowing the driver to proSabbath to be honored, taken pre- der the Law in twenty years, if we the board will gladly give it.
October-IVO&
with the empty wagon. Troops
ceed
The issue is for all Paducah, and
1
.489
17
3932 cautions to protect your girls from waited. •Buffalo
The commissioners will establish a In the Interest of DO one more than camped at the mouth of
2
.3891
18
3935 Insult and your children's minds
creek are on short rations and more
3
.3963
19
4133 from contamination, exercised econ- sinking fund, depositing in It the another.
The board of park conlmhisionere: food has be":ordered from Little
.3963
20
3933 omy, honesty and good judgment. money received from the city each
River,30 Wigs from the troops. Most
bonds
paid
off
year.
and
the
with
this
DR. D. (3. MURRELL,
.3986
22
4476 Their opponents only can &rowel to
of
the itil
lgare still camped on Bear
fund
when
due.
RHODES,
H. O.
6
23
.3980
4490 party prejudice in their own behalf.
Rimy. Soldiers north of
creek,
They wel be for forty years, and
CHARLES REED,
24
8
.3962
4536 Do you reward business judgment
Sheri* have seen no trace of the
GEO. W. WALTERS.
9
.3155
25
4032 and faithful service In your private will bear 4 per cent. Interest one.
Ceprnes.
EDWIN J. PAXTON.
10
.3953
26
3949 affairs? Has the method proven sue- Absolutely no other appropriation
11
.3959
27
3942 easeful? Wouldn't the same method
WITHOUT CEREMONY.
ORME EXCHANGE or MICIMIAO
12
.3977
29
3925 prove successful In public affairs? If
An hUniesery of Peace.
13
3979
30..
White
304J the general council has been a good
Sioux City, Ia., Nov 2
A
Opported
Delay
to
Trade
World,
%demisted by ratted Slates ,a1
15
3960
31
2020 k one, don't change, but indorse its
Bull, one of the Sioux Indian chief,
Says Consul James.
less Tt4egraph Confereheei
16
.3925
'conduct by returning the candidates
was In Sioux City today on his way
Total
108,496 I for re-election. If you do not into the scene of the Ute uprising In
Berlin
Nov.
delegates
to
2.-The
Washington,
Nov.
2.Dalny
was
Average for October, 1906....4018 , lone the honesty and fidelity of
Wyoming to act as an emisaary of
Average for October, 1905... 361'2 ' these men, you can not expect their Opened to the trade of the world on the wireless telegraph conference peace. He said be was anxious to
opponents to pursue that policy. If Septenther 1 without any ceremony finished their work today and expect meet the leaders of the Utes that he
sign a convention Saturday. The
I nerease
406 they see you turn down °Metals. whatever, Recording to a report Just to
agreement w ill he framed on the Sight use his influence to dissuade
Personally appeared before ase, who have been holiest aid faithful, Rude to the state department li)
the from fighting.
m
this Nov. I, 1906, E. J. Paxton, gen- naturally they will assume you do John Edward Jones, the American principS of free intereotnniunIcation
Bri•
Great
consul at that point. Mr. Igneilays '1EIFItERIF1111•Watentel but
eral manager of The Sun. who af- not desire that kind.
Renegades Outwitted Troops.
there is much business activity id tale 'and Italy will' Sign with reser-I
firms that the above statement of
eemewerneseeseenmesmMiles
City, Mode:Nov.
designed
to
protect
rations
the
exDalny
and
many
Japanese
cargoes
the circulation of The Sun for the
The Republican caedidates for
arraggements with the Mar- ees have been received of the arrival
month of Oct. 1906. is true to the school trustees stand on a platform .have arrived alreads. A number of
troops.
beet of ha knowledge and belief.
of Chinese merchants are on ground eont company. Germany supported at Ashland of Fort Keogh
i
theI
I
tit
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public. school development. disregarding :ooking over the field. At present no the Potted States regarding inter- They saw no Utes, the renegades apMy commission expires January Personal interests and claims. The business houses are available, but communication between ship and parently outwitting the Montana solMr. Jones says a number of ileadering the drat sessions dime by making a wide detour to21). 1908.
schools alit nearest the home of all
reservation.
the warl"ehe Cheyenne
firms have obtained 1541tralasion
IIIT:ft..itirtaitilEs pilaf/eV
the public institutions. It is there the nose
buildings
which
were delegates opposed the idea of a free Scout Rouscuip, who is thoroughly
Daily Thought.
min& of your children are trained to repair
"Tbe supreme trait u( religion is to think, either correctly or incor- damaged In the late war, and Mer- exchange of messages between ship conversant with the section of the
the Me lived, not the dogma ador- rectly. It is there their characters chants of other nations probably can and ship as one which, if persisted country in which the Utes are mein, might bring the conference to potted te be. does not think the raned."
are formed as much as Ili the honet. obtain the same right. Haste Is necegades will be given any aseistance
tertiary, however,- as the copsel gays nothing.
For twelve years of their lives, at
by the Cheyenne-a. Only one-fifth of
REPUBLICAN CITY TICKET.
the age when their minds are being only a few of the damaged structures
the Cheyennes are on the reeerva-- still
remain
unleased.
.%)110Nti
GREAT
SPEECHES.
'
with
memories
stored
their
shaped,
don. The esset location of the Utes
City Judge-Emmet W. Bagby.
good or evil, their emotional faculuncertain. Scoate
Aldermen.
lies. E. W. Baehr,
'
,Mon of Ito- now appears to be
ties attuned to respond to every senBONI SUOIMOSSFUL,
reported having seen bands in leoRisley Is Preen-vett
0. B. Starks, E. E. Bell, John Far- sation, they will attend amphora and I
,
:ated sections and apparently the Inley, W. T. Stiller
.
be developed into useful men and In Pretesting Publication of Divorcel
dians have separated under differininexpert
I
Word
mew
has
been
vett
in
PaduProceedinee in Paris,
women, or ruined by
Councilmen.
sub-chiefs to avoid giving their
eat
cah that a book, Mi
''Kentusky
structors. At the convention, which
e First Ward-John W. Bebout.
'advance a hostile appearance.
school
trusMloquence,"
has
;
for
candidates
*elected
Paris,
Nov.
2.
-As
a
result
of
the
Second lA'ard-J. M. Oehischlaeger.
bielib
i
tee. a platform was adopted for the industrious campaign of Count Soul tioataining the names of alithe
Jr.
guidance of the candidates, and de Castellane to prevent the publics- outs addressee by Reatueltiaus and soggegageeleggeeledeelliegiefeleetallefleg
• iThird Ward-H. 8. Wells.
then men were named that best con- tion of the news that suit for di- lbe poems of her authors these the
Fourth %Vard---H. W. Katterjohn,
ENDORSES MEASURES.
formed to principles enunciated. Lee vorce brought against him be m,state was formed. Among the great
long term; F. S. Johnston, short
your vote be for school development. wife earne up for a hearing yester- gSseelles is that of
K. W. BaghYt
term.
day, not more than a third of the *elegizing the late President William
Fifth Ward -Samuel A. H111.
More and more its Paducah be- , neverpapere mention the fact, and McKinley. Judge Bagby was on the
At a meeting of the directors of
Sixth Ward--R. S. Barnett.
coni:ug a city of Rats and apartment not a single detail is printed here, bench at Wickliffe at the time McSchool Trustees.
houses, excellent proof. til3site.Of its the law making the publication of Kinley was assaseitiated and the .peo- the Commercial clot), held Oct. 31.
The following no/solutions were
advancenient a?ong city go,, and divorce testimony • criminal offense. ple asked him to diver a eulogy.
First teard--.I. J. Gentry.
lee complied, and his speech has unanimously *deleted:
go
years
increase
as
itibe
will
these
Second Ward--J. K. Bondurant.
been preserved among thee other
Whereas, Two important matters
on tied her gronI.h,etyntianes. Cosy.
Third Ward-H. C. Hoover.
ODUNCXLMAN UNDER FIRE great ones of the state.
coecerning the welfare and progress
labor-eav:ng ankeedilightful homes eiTY
Fourth Ward-Dr. C. G. Warner.
they yet lack Grand
of Paducah are to be submitted to
Jury at Indianapolis to leveeFifth
Ward-Enoch Yarbro and these are found tte-15e,_
MORE COAL DEALERS [SORTED. the voters at the election next Tuesthe element of ont-door life that tirestate Deal for Paving.
John Murray
ed nature detnejels. To these myriad
day. towiti-The question of issuing
Meth Ward--Capt. Ed Farley.
Anei-Truet Lew Held Viobued by bonds for park purposes, and the cogdwellers in apartment houses more
Indianapolis, Nov. 2.-Judge AlSouth Omaha Exchange Members.
-- than °theta/should the park bond is- ford
fIrmation of the contract between the
of the criminal court announce.'
sue appesil. The parks will be an
RECK LESS FA ISEHOOD.
and the water company, for fire
today he would order a grand' jury
Omaha, Nov. 2,-The Dougas city
Malin inspires falsehood and the outlet tar that contact with Mother
inquiry into the connection of ('outSwhereas, It is the becounty greed jurs today returned in- hydrant., and
fruit of hate Is not sane loge', but Eitth that is so necessary for the
cilman
with a street paving dictments against fifteen
membeils of lief of the directors of the Commerreckless perversion of facts and fal- prwservation of sanity in these too
company and Its selling of supplies the South Omaha
Coal Exchange for cial deb that these measures are
lacioue maundering. It is not deli- crowded days of strenuous living.
to the city. Judge Alford said if alleged violations of the state anti- worthy of and should have the sincult for the calm mind to determine
Royse is connected with the paving treat laws.., The charges are similar cere support of every voter in PaduN
g it
whether principle et personal thotIVIIII
RatificatIon of the water contract
takes contracts from the to t110110 on which thirty
Deduce opposition to a measure. Take, will not deesy the purchase of the company or
members of cah 1,44
tisa Omaha Coal Exchange were In- • Wheraas. The saving of nearly
Instance, the opposition to the.water plant one second. It will only city he ought to be indicted.
dicted a few days ago.
ter e omelet and the park bond is- ,reduce the cost of water to the city
11100.00.0 to the taxpayers of Pedusue. A pamphlet printed daily in cile until such a time as the people decah.through the retlacation of this
Fire
Fighting
Apparatus.
position to the measures, Is an artkee!cide they wish to acquire the plant.
Fire fighting equipment for eigh- contract with the water company is to
headed e.e liairraced Fraud," states Don't listen to insane argutnene
teen switch engines on the Paducah the interest of every taxpayer in Pathat Mr. Dan Fitzpatrick. George H.'based on hate and malice. Read the
district of the Illinois Central ar- ducab.
Goodman and II, .114. Scott declared
------ contract. It Is published In today's
rived this morning and will be disWhereas, The park bond issue
ME NSIn ElOY 5 OUTFITTERS
they were not present at a meeting .
Sun.
tributed today. The equipment is insane no Increased tax to the citizens
of the Cotaisi$41al club directors.
20 feet of hose with g nrediusa_bore of Paducah. as It Is mandatory under
when they glassed resolutions favorL•tabllatted 1565
"I am for municipal ownership."
Donde.
lag both.,41Iseasures. These gentlethe statutes to collect 5 cette, on the
and then
-men in Mimed statements today show - asserted Mayor Yelser
oneLhundred dollars for park pur,..4
0
A8
.
;Wel
•
iiN
a
t
favor
ers
speech
In
the "Breland: Ffand-lirtiele itself launched forth in a
pdielleInd
to he a falsehood, aqd disclose the of the water contract and the bond
e1 icereevever weeie ioniser ?tem. .Sobt ns the
Whereas, it will prove economical
je.1121aughl..,.._
OM& !Cy -whicet two_ef thee Witreele-i Issuer-But; M A yew Patios.:w
seelsessa.see p.m, everywhere. Price to. so,
to complete - these parka within flee
tie
ut
usee•
were
at
a
i
you
were
drummed
ost
of
diCed to say they
- not
'eerie giving the benefit of same to
meeting which never was _held. It ; Maleieweterehie camp Yesterday,: lieThe Rigors of Cold Weather.
the IDOADDS, at once, and at no greatthinking.
your
own
_ -would have been very easy to have-eillose you do
Probably at 410 ttme of the year
o
er cost to the taxpayers, through this
been Secretory Ceeons and ascertained
does the physical Condition of the
- me to
'No corporation could hTia
bond issue than would otherwise rethe facts.
body demand ,insme,
:atterition than
_
advocate principles I db not Indlorsee
just at thia.se,ascia,,the beginning .or sult, and
-Life and property, and as, far as indignantly declared Hon. teal S
Whereas, These progremeive meascold weather.
it is affected by the conditions of Corbett, prefacing his address in fa
Let the system be run down, or the ures are for the city's Interests, and
tease, the prosperity of the city, are vor of the water contract and the.
blood impoverished to any extent and we heartily recommend the support
• -,.•ndent on the eine of a moo you Day* bond issue at the elty ball last
the cold weather goes bard with you. of the voters on these questions.
Al pollee judge. Re panes on ev- sight. Has the mud mill DO missiles
Naturally the thing to do Is to
Now, therefore. be 4 resolved that
Cr) criminal case arising rn tne city, for Mr. Corbett?
get the circulation In good order,and it is the see* of thhriuSeting that
Whether it goes to the criminal court
the whole system toned up to stand the directors of the Commercial club
The pollee court bench Is not the
or not. Last month the pollee Orthe rigors of winter.
heartily endorse these measures and
rested Ill offenders--s very ordina- proper office with which to reward a
Some physicians prescribe the dai- pledge their support to same.
heeler
for
faithful
servile
on
ry month- and all these were prely cold bath, others seek recourse in
Furthermore that • the directors
'tented before the city judge. Some Jelectlon days. He is under too many
blood tonics and other stimulants,
earnestly commend and urge upon
were first offendere, whose eases obligations to the people who appear
but, probably the most rational treatneeded study and that they might most often before the court,
ment of all Is the Osteopathic, as the commercial interests and all who
be reformed. Some were drunkards,
Osteopathy more quickly, and more have the city's Interests at heart, its
some gulliy of violence? others theft . Consuelo Vanderbilt got a title
effectively rights the blood flow sae tette* and Its progress that they
It requirds a man of patience and and two children. And old man Vanrestores normal con"dltions than any give these measures full consideraTN true Hosiery Department
diligence, of moral fibre, just and derbilt had to work pretty hard for
tion and delve into the facts thereto.
other known treatment.
I we are Showing an tircep•
Merciful but inexonsible, to stand be- that money.
Osteopathy ix only a natural and that they will vote understandtionally
strong
collection,
both
_tween society and Its enemies, whIen
0.
treatment, a method of bloodless sur- ingly, and not be misled by erroneIn qualities and color treatpass in daily procession before the
President Castro, of Venezuela. is
gical manipulations to remove any ous statements.
menta.
. pollee count bench. Every day some reported very weak. Asphalt bonds
obstructions interfering with the proResolvedefertber, That a copy of
Influence is brought to bear on the are correspondingly strong.
per transference of nerve force, or these resolutions be furnished all of
These hose °tope in blacks,
ecturt, some threat offered, some obnatural blood flow, or the other flu,tans, black with white sole,
the papers e>f Paducah, and request
ligation suggested. The pollee court Another Mame Against Student.
ids, to the organ or part Involved.
black wit all white feet and
that thee be published.
judge should be a man far removed
Lexington, Ky., Nov, 2.- Another
to have you
T
?Mould
•
call
and
like
fancy patterns. The materials
from temptation. Not a machine poi- charge of shooting without woundlet me tell of some Paducah people
are silk, lisle, cotton, merino
'titian, but a humanitarian and
a Mg was placed against Shelby Jett.
GAMBLERS ROUTED IN MAHN
whom you know well that Osteopaand
wool.
In
light,
medium).
of
experience
man
and good Judie hone
Louis
One of the student rioters.
thy has done much for, and also to
heavy
weight
and
fleeced
merit. Such a man is E. W. Saghy. RIggerstat identified by
°Meer
. Begin to Move Apparatus as Result
tell you what it will do In your parm s. Is indoreed by both Democrats Meyers as one of his assailants, was
of Hot Crusade.
ticraar case.
ises
anti Ili puieicans.
placed under arrest in court • MBA
My ofile. hours See from 9 to 12
To sell for 10c to 02.50
All the cases were passed for • a
and 2 to 3, 516 Broadway. Phonej Elgin,„AIL. Nov. 2.-A crusade
117,1“10 rt;n,h!lticr TM 7,71
a never said that Daveresik, . •
'the
nit. G. M. FRQAUE
1407.
,•

Vark Commissioners Explain UTES CAPTURED
The $100,000 Bond Issue. PROVISION WAGON

MILADY, who dotes upon
BEAUTIFUL FOOTWEAR,
Deed go no farther. No effort
has been spared to make

_I '
- 2"'"' • I

allei'vfkiii:r

Hosiery

La France
Shoes meet the needs and approval of the most fastidious.

Harbour's Dept. Store
North Third Street.

halt SqUre From

Broadway

The Oreat

Southern Tea & Coffee Co.
(
1:. S. Soap
10 Bars

25c

Groceries, Teas

Matches

and CoffPen

3 Boxes

I Bob Telephones 805

10C

Pure groceries for Saturday's specials
and Sunday's Dinner.
Sugar, 9 pounds
....._

50c

Bacon,
pet lb

10C
'
irrolriv-,
Full Cream Cheese, WauLUC
keens brand, per lb_
Lipe
tnhe
rw
rg
ne
ind
r Chee_se,
_
Brick Cheese,
swpe
krs po
chunse
nd

. .

_20c
20c
35c

per pound
Buckwheat, old fashion,
RN,
lo lbs. - _____..... __ .- out+
Country Dried Apples,
3 lbs.
........___-New Kraut, big gallon
for..
New Mackerel,
3 for.
Northern Potatoes, large i)Oc
and mealy, per peck..
L
Mrs. Austin's and Old Vur
ginia Pancake Flour, pkg 1 0C
Old-fashion Sugar House
gallon.

25c
25c
25c

molasses,

80c

Lard, 241 lbs.
for

25c

Flour, 24 lb. bag
for .......

10C

Raking Powder, Lilly
Branil, 2 1-lb cans .......
4-ply Broom, 25c one
for.

15c
20c
12 oz. Mop, special
Saturday
20c
NewOnfteantAA
5c
lo
c
speelid
- •
Relied Oats,3 2-lb. pkgs
25c

Old-fashion Corn Meal
Cranberries, 3 large cups
for.

20c
25c

Sour Pickles,
large gallon
Country Sorghum,
per gallon Jug .......
New Nuts-Walnuts, nitwits.
Pecans, Almonds, Hickorynuts

5Cc

eo
•

C
a

NO COAL PANIC
With

Bradley Bros.
Telephone 339
Coal Yards 922 Madison Street.
violation has been begun by the local
authorities, including both Ohief of
Police Younger and State's Attorney
John R. Powers. Gamblers today
moved out furniture and apparatus
from one Joint. The trouble started
whets J. L. Baker, alleged handlectok
operator, brought civil emit against
A. C. Snow to recover Ilene said to
have been lost at poker. Snow's
gamekeeper and Baker were both arrested and fined and two saloon keepers have been arrested charged with
selling liquor to minors. All are
scared at the stir eausill by Res. Mr.
Rood and his sermon three weeks
ago.

Central railroad of New Jersey. DrVolt United railway. Evansville and
Terre Haute, Great Northern railway,
H. B. CIaMin & Co., International
Steam Pump. Michigan /Rate Telephone, New York Coal, Northern Nellie, Pacific Coast. Tennessee Coal
and t/nited Traction:
"
Death of Song Writer.
San Francisco, Nov. 2.-William
Reynolds, a•well-known composer and
musical director, died at the Lane
hospital after a short Illness. "Tie
eweetest Story Ever Told" and
"Nancy Brown" are two of his most
successful songs.

Distribute Dividends,
Interest in Stable.
New Yotk,. Nov, 2.-The banks
Mr. Len Dale, son of Col, Bud
here will Pay out in divklende and In- Dale, of the Richmond hotel, has
terest more than $65,040,000 today. purchased a half Interest in the
MOAmong the big dividends to be paid erson livery stables, 210
Jeltersion‘
tht, essadiar ?some
*Pah/

At

THE PADUCAll EVENTINbt 817N

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2.

pretty suit has just come in. The colors
THIS
)ou may have it in are blue, green, brown,
red and black. This suit is beautifully braided,
tight fitting, made of good quality chiffon broadcloth and has pretty plaited skirt. The price of
this nobby and well tailored suit

$35

WOULD YOU
EAT CORN RUSKS.
to get at the corn? Of course you
People and
17.P8.
would not. 'Then why should you
lieigetiN Erma,
take the greasy oil of the cod's liver
•
to yet the valnable medicinal ele..•.•••+.444
ments contained therein!
--The oil or gresee has no medicinal
NOW IS IRE accepted time for
Parties 11110
1 ‘
11 in amounts of SO' virtue, but it is the medicinal ele- sou to look about your fire aud tomedad etertaleiwelas will elteWee.`10111 mem.eneelopee in the oil which refi- do insuraace, as fall and winter are
them, as The Sun will not PUMA resent an the tonic and curative 'coming. Remember the old and reCOMMUMICatfuLta I•em1 in dust are not properties of cod liver oil.
liable Friedman Insurance Agency.
siltaedi
I In Vince you get au t of the me- Office No. 126 South Third etreet. Cielicinal curative elements of siod liver tire telephone No. 940.
Residence
ties..
Prognun for White House. 'oil &chattily taken from fresh cods'
phone No. 1581. We represeat steins
Washington, Nov. 2.-The
livery, but no oil. The oil is thrown
lug program of receptions and din- away for the seine reason you throw of the oldest and best insurance corm
pastes, whiskestre DioOss their Meisel
nerd at the White House for the sea- away the corn husks.
sou of 1906-1907 has- been announcOur Meal druggist, W. B. !geisha: promptly. We protect your interests,
ed by Secretary Loeb:
'son, says: "Knowing the wonderful and you better be safe than sort,.
December 13, Thursday, Cabinet medicinal, curative and body-build- Give us a call.
dinner; 8 p. us.
ling properties of Vinol, I wish every
rok azkr-on. Mee deter,
January 1, Tuesday, New Year's person in Paducah who Is overwork- 428 Broadway. Phones 1512.
reception; 11 a. us. to 1:30 P. us.
led, run-down, debilitated. every old
FOR DRY WOOD and kindling
January 3, Thursday, diplomatic person, every weak
woman. every
ring old phone 1701
reception; 9 to 10:30 p.
'sufferer with chronic colds, bronchiJanuary 10. Thursday, diplomatic tie, or incipient consumption would
FOR RENT-Room suitable for
dinner; 8 p. m.
'try Vinol on our offer to return Mace $01 Smith Third. Phone 223.
January 17, Thursday, Judicial re- money if it fails to benefit." W. B.
WANTED-Oood boy to do house
caption; 9 to 10:30 p. m.
McPherson, Druggist.
work. Apply at The Sun office.
January 24, Thursday, Supreme
Note-While we are bole agents -WANTED--Girl for house work,
Court dinner; 8 p. m.
for Vince in Padueah it is now
feu 1115 Jefferson.
January 31, Thursday, Congres- sale at the leading drug :gores in
WANTED-To rent a bourse of 7
sional reception; 9 to 10:30 p. tn.
nearly every town and city in the
February 7, Thursday, Army and country. Look for the Vinol agency or rooms east of Twelfth street. Old
phone 815. A. T. Sutherland,
Navy reception; 9 to 10:30 p.
in your town.

PAGE
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Hundreds of Homes
Are heated with Hart's Aluminum oil heaters.--They are a
thing of beauty,a j py forever

Not to know about an Oil
Heater as a means of reducing the coal bills it to
be without a knowledge of
one of the best method*
of home heating. Nnt to
know the Aluminum Oil
Heater is a pitty, as it is
one of the perfect systems
of heating. They arc perfectly safe, don't smell and
heat to a finish on little oil.

FOR RENT-One or tWo
a position clerk in the Illinois Cen- large rooms. Modern conveniences,
tral yard office.
421 North Seventh street. Phone 1081
Mr. James Langstaff has returned
WE HAVE Fireman's Rubber
from a visit in Kenosha, WM.
Boots at $4.00 the pair. None better.
Mies 'Mamie Baenbani was Pleevat- Rudy, Phillips & Co.
ed on at Biloxi, Miss., yesterday and
PRICES TO FIT
WANTED -the operatioa was succen4zful.
'The- greatest
A new lot of
Kate
perienced
elenographer.
Milo
Miss Mamie Belle Taylor returned
building.
selection of
Cloaks jo r
to her tome in Frankfort today, af- Nunzioneher, Fraternity
FOR RENT-Five loom cottage.
ter visiting Mle4 Faith
Langstaff'
Fur Coats
children a t
and atteneing the Corbettenbonspsou with bath 1036 Madison street. Apever shown
spec ía
I ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
wedding. '
Mtn Mettle
Davis, a
trained
in Paducah.
FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot TaPrices.
317 Broadway
aurae, returned to her home in Ad- males go te "Shorty's"
11134 South
ams, Tenn., Chili morning after sev- Third or 127 North Fourth.
eral weeks epent on *pedal cases in
Luncheon for Visitor.
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
the city ..
14
vv.
••••
at e5c.
Mrs. L. B. Ragan entertained inMiss Emma Kisauese eihoelta4 been 442, New 598. Delivered promptly.
five-pound pall and a nice tin formally a fee of her friends at
visiting Mr.
W. Rhodes, returned E. B. Bell & Sons.
one at that with 5 pounds of Coffee luncheon yesterday afternoon at her
LOC4L LINES.
_
to her home in Evansville today.
WANTED-Wood choppers. Work
and a Cup and Saucer, all for $1.00, home, 1237 Trimble street, in bosom
Moe
B.
L.
of
Two
Harrington,
Cripples
Charles Barham Prouseted,
Anested.
1036 close in. See R. IL McGuire, city
of Mrs. J. J. F-reundikto of Evansat Blederman's tomorrow.
Mr. Charles Barhaue formerly asTwo cripples were arrested at the
Monroe street, went to Chicago to- scajes.
and
recitations
wore
enville.
Cards
-It is now time to plant fall
day to visit.
Minute Central paseenger station sistant general freight agent of the
LOST-Silver purse marked
-Just received a shipment of bulbs for sprites blooming. We have joyed. Those present were: Mrs. J.
Mr. David Ritieff, tie well known
yesterday afternoon by Patrolman Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis
Freundlich, Mrs. Don Gilberto,
J.
key.
Recontaining
change
and
latch
Stacy-Adams,..13tetso4.1edoin Clap all kinds, C. L. Bronson & Co., 529
Aaron Hurley. They were In posses- railroad, has. been ootosioted ,to' the
coon_ uedt to.. Ms ur tO
Mrs. P. J. Beckenbaugh, Mrer &Med iron dealer
and
A U. Leavlson & Co
and Douglass Shoes. Regular price Broadway.
•
of a lot of cheap jewelry. At the position of general freight Nemo in
Bt. John, Mrs. Brogan, Mrs. L. E.
receive
reward.
-Oysters 40 cents per quart at Durrett, Mrs. John Crow, Miss Agnes
Harry, the little son of Mr. anti
hall their condition was examined the place vacated by'the death of
$6.00; our price $3.75 and $4.00 at
Fditand one found really to be injured. George R. Knox.
Mrs. David Rittoff, is ill of croup at
Ike Cohen's Pawn Shop, 106 S. Sec- Biederman's tomorrow,
rogan, Mrs., L. B. Ragan.
1,0•0.
out bath, 126 South 4th street, also They ir•P'•• releiltsPd.
-Remember,
we
odTi
are
the
dealon
home
street.
South
Fourth
his
St.
ond
furnished rooms. Apply 304 North
ers in. the city who eel fume* You
Mr. Leslie Puryear, who is atSick elan Taken House.
s -Engiee. No. 33. wits derailed in
Musical Evening.
Sixth street. Old phone 1114.
the famous Big Muddy Carterville,
school
at
McKenzie,
Tenn.
tending
Lost Deposit Certificate.
Mr. Jesse Janes has returned home
The,hfieses Puryear gave a delighta side swipe with a "bad order" car LI., coal.
tA'AN'TIDD---To
parekime
Writ
doe:
Phone 339 Bradley Bros. ful
Troetnesa
visited
relatives to Ferguson, after an Illness in PaDr. J. S
mesical party last evening at arrived today for a few days' stay.
this morning near the jaclitim track
-Irish Potatoes 15 cents per
Mrs. T. H. Puterear *rived home between seven and elghteeu ints_a• near Boaz Station this week and on ducah. B. F. Piles, of Ferguson,liad
their Mune on Broadway, complimeatIn the Illinois Central yards.
peck tomorrow at Biederman's.
ary toe Mies Brlaenditio, of Rowell- today from a two mouths' visit to old, irate:red' or tintrarricr-AtiitalA. returning loot a certificate of deposit been sending funds to the young
-Rem/Meer! When you buy coal
-City subscribers to the Daily Mlle. se musical
for $275. The eertlfloate. was founi man, and receiving no reply wrote to
guessing contest and her daughter, bins. Edwin Mims, at J. Hogan. 122 Ky. Ave.
from Bradley Brothers you are buySun who wish the delivery of the]) music every features of the evening. Du rham, N. C.
f Hodetonvillc. the mince to investigate. They found
by R. K Itargau
ing the very beat to be bad for the
SMALL beetles' or repair shop
acd the Citizens' SevIngss bank was Janes unable to write.
papers stopped must notify our col A twmtouree luncheon was served.
money. P h tree 339
with bedroom 205 South Fourth notified. Dr.. Troutman was ie tura
-"Rubbernecks and
Pillars of lectors or make their requests distreet, only $10 per month. George notified and the certificate returned.
rect
to
The
San
office.
No attention
Salt" will be the subject tonight at
Two Killed By Robbers.
D. A. 1, Chapter.
C. Hughes.
the Chrijelaa *impel, Wort-ens adsit- will be paid to such orders when
New Lisbon, Wis, Nov. 2.-John
Padaosh chapter, Daughters of the
FOR YOUR STOVBS cleaned. polBig Cork Main.
Taylor was shot aud killed anti tbr
don.
given to our carders. Sun Pub. Co.
American ilevolution. is meeting this
dollars
ished and repaired. Brock Hatch,
eiii be
Fist hundred
village marshal mortally
-Dr. Gilbert. Osteopath, 400 1-2
wounded
A eve-pound Bucket of Coffee afternoon with Mrs Armour Gardner
802 Washington street. New Phone staked on what will be the biggest
while pursuing robbers Into a desertFountain avenue. "Kentucky
Broadway. Phone 196.
with a nice Cup and saucer, all goes on
Mine Against Traction Company.
end
this
cock
main
ever
pulled
off
in
1150.
ed mill after the robbery 1st night.
-The advance agent of Pawnee tomorrow for $1.00 at Biederman's. Day" is being celebrated with interAt press time the case of William
of the state. Thanksgiving Day Is the
frame
Three robbers escaped
FOR RENT-Two-story
esting papers and
Wiles Wild West show was in the Coffee guaranteed.
date, and the place. well, that is "up
Shine against the Paducah Traction
Misdeed. Seven to the cops.'
house, Fifth and
-Educational trallote may be had
city yesterday.
eon:segue was on trial. Sine was drivI
Mr. and Mrs. W4l1 Wrightemichil- ing a Robertson lee wagon which was rooms with bath. Apply E. G. Boone,
Little Boy Mangled,
-Something new under the sun at the county court bouse from the
Craneyville and Paducah sports
dren have returned from a severael struck at Third tied Jetitson streets 31434 Broadway.
1
Ilv sr 11 le. Ky., Nov. 2.-Joh n Wise
Peter Pan Glove Supporters, at R. county clerk on applicatten.
will be in It
aged eight years, while stepping from
-When you order a rig from us weeks' visits in Poplar Bluff, Mo.
D. Clements & Co.
by a car. His right leg was shattered
FOR SALE-A brand new Oliver
Mrs. D. T. Threlkeid. of Salem, is 1,0 that amputation was necessary.
one track to another today to avoid
--The Knights of Pythias have or- you are talking to one of the protypewriter, wide measure machine,
Attorney L. D. He asks for $10,000 damages.
a eard engine, Ammo! In front of a
dered a lot of new uniforms and prietors or capable cterks (not a visiting her son
In perfect order, for $85 cash. The
Chesapeake & Ohio flyer and Was horparapherfalia from Ward and Still- driver or hostler) who wvitese lies Threlkeld.
Mrs. E. E. Jackson filed suit machine can be seen at The Sun ofMiss Mettle Browne has gone to
ribly mangled, He Mod instantly.
Ron of New London, 0. There were and fills the order at appointed
against the Postal Telegraph & Ca- lee at any time.
Princeton to attend court.
14 new costumes in the order.
ble company for $10,900 damages
-Fire sale of wall paper. Kelly
408
blacksmith,
MORGAN,
J.
E.
Councilman John Herzog has re-Our bushels of coal are no larger
& Umbaugh. All papers at half turned from Germany where he ro- for failure to deliver a telegram an- S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
than either dealer, who give 76
death. Ellie
price, 321 Ketitucky avenue. Phone tted his birthplace. III. daughter ac- nouncing her mother's
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
pounds to the bushel, but no dealer
Open
was notified too late to attend the
Wheat-CIOSS
eterinary mega "it and Destiet.
U$.
companied
him.
for lore stone side wire tires, the
;47
will gh-e more than we do for your
74 ts
Dec.
funeral.
Graduate of Alforicille Veterinary
Capt. Tom Glenn. of fire station
-Al) the ballots, ballot boxes, inmade.
tires
rubber
best
money. Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
79%
76 leMay
Edith Weeks flied suit against
school Paris. France; also Ontario
-Master Dewey Soars. eight years rtructiont and paraphernalia for the No. 2, Is the fisher of a son born Frank Weeks for divorce on the
LOST- Large red pocket-book Leese.
election
next
yesterday.
Tuesday
have
been
re43 o4 Veterinary school and Detroit Den.
Old. son of Constable B. F. Sears, is
grounds of abandonment. They mar- containing $90 In fives and tens. also
Dec.
433k
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Will Ripley.
ceived by Chairman W. A. Berry.
tal college. Charter member of the
seriously ill of typhoid fever.
44
44%
ried May 14, 1900, and ',separated some checks payable to Geo. 0. InMay
-gin. Dr. Pendley ring 416.
of South Third street. yesterday a
-Five hundred score cards for
Ohio Medical Veterinary Association.
May C, 1905.
Ogeeoffice
to
Sun
Finder return
gram.
-If you desire to save e cents a son.
sale at The Sun office-twenty-five
Will treat scientifically with the
33%
action
E.
T.
Whitlow
the
of
In
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Quarles will go
bushel. place your coal orders beand receive reward.
cents each.
latest instruments and up-to-date
Porkfore Novemeer 1st with Bradley to Florida this winter to hunt and againet E. E. Bell & Sons, operators
___Go to the Magnolia ball at the Brothers.
FOR Wag OR TRADE- Grotreatment all diseases of the do-of a spoke factory. a verdict for the
ash. They win cleinp near Oca:la.
14.12 IS 97
Phone 339.
Jan.
cery
doing a business of $3.000
Elks old hail tonight.
for
sued
mesticated animals.
defendant
was
returned.
Be
returned
to
Bates
has
Mrs. Satah
Cotton-month:), clean stock. Good brick
-Theitun office us prepared to
her home In 'Chicago after visiting $5,00v oerssonal damages for an inCalls protutply attended to day or
(V.I.:DS DRAIN POCKETS.
10.00
Menem
Dee
house, concrete floor, will be rented
furnish tie very latest things in enher brother C. W. Lewis, of South jury to his leg.
night.
9.94
10.05
Jun.
farm
purchaser.
Will
trade
for
to
graved or printed calling carda and
Tenth street.
Mar
11).22 10.14)
Office with Thompson's Transfer
Realions Given for Poverty Among
Address A. B. C., care The Sun.
Arguing Motions.
invitations of any sort, and is makpassed
Miss Grace Williams
StockeUniversity Studessta.
Co.
Both Phones 35/.
WIEIKiL--Maseri
CONTRACTOR
Tito case of F. G. Rudolph, adminthrough the city this morning en
ing spec* prices now.
1,723's
1.7234
I. C.
Underwood, against ry and concrete work a specialty.
route
to
St.
Louis
from
her
home
istrator
of
Pink
--Go ti the Magnolia nali at the
1.44
1.4334
L. & N
Chicago, Ill., Nov. 2.-Three strong at Krebs.
the Illinois Central road was tried Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
•
Elks old all tonight.
1,82%
_1.82.%
U. P.
reasons were given last evening by
agent for In the circuit court this morning be- Residence phone 1237. Prompt at
Abbott.
route
Mr.
C.
J.
-Dr. . V. Voris, dentist. 200
1.46%
Rdg
1.42%
Prof. A. W. Patten for the financial the American Express company, we t fore a jury, but proceedings were tention to an estimate*.
1.71%
1.72
St. P.
Fraternity building.
(2W/4
AflilA
distresa of many of the male students out this morning on h trip orer,, tlye smspagamieetoudlseg argument gm; eee FOltdeliNT-Mtve room residence
94%
93%
Mo. P.
--Swiss, Brick
ahd
Limburger of Northwestern University in a talk road.
1111VAAVIN141111111111*.i:W
1.44%
le....tht •with all snotiera conveniences. a pot11/1fteal?
the
cage
Penna.
1.4434
iribtral
":
Cheese at Biederman's.
Mr. C. A. Thurman, formerly an federal cond. Underwood was killed 'ecate bath tee._boo.00doeeed
3---/•900401SM
1.11%
after chapel. Prof. Patten addressed
A.10%
-Score cards for the game Five
essvcAe R
-himself to the girls of the university, operator in local dispatcher's office in an Illinois-Ventral wreck severatisewer conneetionm_plurdn&IO
1.41%
Ilmol.
1.5e34
Hundred for sale at The Sun office
Establlsh•d 1868
of the Illinois Central: has accepted years ago, and
his adnitalstrator repair, newly papere& in first-class
76
--76%
telling them that they were the cause
Lead:Flies for $25,000 damages,
condition in every panic-Oar, Joe:Med
1.60
1.59
T. C.1.
of the empty Dockete among the mew
on a lot with a stable, carriage arid
51%
52e,
C. F. I.
The following were the reasons adother outhouses, at 918 Monroe.
1.06%
In Police Court,
1.0634
U. S. Ir.
vanced by him: Frequent carriage
HowJanice Randolph and Willis
47%
47
U.S
Cailo4EMOIVERIMeS/E414.3421,1aRe.
rites, bouquets of roma, numerous
ard, colored, *ere presented In police hart buildieg.
'
boxes of candy. "Wben the walking
court Tor fighting. A fine of $25 and
Local Markets.
is good," said Prof. Patten "you
rosf.s was assessed against each.
BXYAN DEMOCRATS
Dressed ChIckens--2tic to 40c.
should not ride in carriages. The
Other cases: Sam Naomi, drunkenEggee-25-e doz.
Very often an article is not
ness, $1 and costs, E4a, Johnson, colyoung men would not buy the flowButter-20c M.
Are
Deserting
LOW
by
Herald
Sass
ored, disorderly conduct, 30 days .n
known in this market which
ers but to please you, while the purSweet Potatom-rer bu. 5043.
the
Thousands.
jail; Chas, watson, colored, disorderchase of candy is more or leas harmmay be desired by some one
Country Hams.-13c lb.
ful and costly."
Fresh Country Meal, per peck .. 15 ly conduct at the depot, $50 and
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 60e.
who has used it elsewhere.
costs.
York,
Nov.
2.
-The
Bryan
New
Florida Oranges. per dozen .... 16
Green Sausage-Cc lb.
Democratic league said today that
15
2 pkgs. Macaroni for
Sausage--7c lb.
Capt. Farley Hallowe'en Victim.
the friends of W. J. Bryan are dePeaches
Reeds lolled.
Country Lard-- 1 ic lb.
Captain Ed Farley, of Mechanic's-- New California Evaporated
W. r. setting William R. Inearat by the
13
wife
to
pound
L.
per
P.
Janes
and
Tomatoes-- 25c gallon
burg, does not sgprove of Hallowe'en
Even from foreign counper lb.
10 Alvey, property between Harrison thousands. The league brings BerlPeaches-40c basket.
jokes, not the kind played on him. New Prunes,
lia‘e pleasure to anIn
'nue
against
Mr.
Hearst
charges
tries if necessary, in the least
New Barley, per lb.
and Madison streets, $4.500.
Beane-25c gallon
His delivery wagon was hoisted on
nouncing
that the new
connection with the candidate's alNew Virginia Sweet Pan Cake
Cecil Reed, id. C., to R. H. Noble, c
possible time. It is our chief
Butterbesne-10c. quart.
top of a freight car, his mules; and
fall styles and colorings in
leged attitude toward Mr. Bryan.
to property in the county. $1,600.
Flour, per pkg.
Celery-35c dozen.
horses released from the stable, and
desire to serve our customers
Gloves are now ready for inNew Self-Rising Buckwheat Flour,
D. F. Alexander, to J. T. Laurie,
Grapes--Pec basket,
the nuts taken from his wagons so
spection. Our line is the most
well-better than our com10 power of attorney.
per pkg.
Hurt in a Wreck.
Paranips-$1.00 bu.
the bed would come down on the
complete in Paducah, VrOn,Pr''
15
Fancy Catsup, per bottle
petitors do if possible.'
Paul Irvin, white, and Weil Duke
Street when the wagon started. He
Green Toinatoes--50c basket.
ing Dent's Drees and Walking
25
Bars Tom Boy Soap for
15
colored,
are
in
Webster,
told
James
Court Notes.
Night bell at side door.
Is only one of the Many who suffered
Turnips-Three for 10c.
Gloves, Driving Gloves, Work
25
3 cans Lye Hominy for
be_!
the
local
Illinnis
Central
hospital
Earl Walters yesterday filed a lien
from the annual Halloween joker.
Free, prompt delivery all
2 pkgs. White Line Washing PowGloves and Gauntlete. An atIn county court for $320.75, aliesed Mg treated fot severe ;bruises and
PADUCAH GRAIN MARMOT.'
der for
6
over town from 7 a. in. to 10
tractive idea in Driving Give
C. Rea- sprains sustained in a freight wreck
the
due
from
him
as
eatery
Wheat-68c bu.
Looking tor Bogus Solicitors.
6 Bottles Campbell's Salad Dressis the genuine Cooney For,
Covington,
yesterday
mornTenn.,
!at
p in.
Corc-50c bn.
R. A. Everitt, of the Periodical
25 kopf Saddlery company.
ing for
lined with Nutria Fur.
Sheriff John Ogilvie yesterday lil. ins. They are members of the train
Publishers' association, bee instruct- The Original White Dove Flour,
New Corn-35" bu
In the wonlens we are showcounty crew.
ed James Collins, chief of police,
70 ed his monthly report In
Per sack
Hay-From jobbers to retail deal
ing an extensive line of NM
collection
of
court
total
showing
a
through letter to watch out for bo- New German Dill Pickles per gal. 35
era-Strict grades. Choice Tim.
Ge trge's Imported ,
...90otetlee, as
Red lien's Smoker.
gus solicitors who are working South. Fancy New Kzaut, per gal.
25 $123,575.03 for the year.
$18; No. 1 Tim., $17.50, No. 2 Tien.,
Ille"TO rated
well as various domestic makes.
The Red Men. Otego Tribe, will
They
have
been
working
peck
15
Potatoes,
per
extensively
Sweet
DRAJGOISTES
$17. Fancy northern clover $17.
give a smoker tonight in the refute
In the east soliciting for periodicals Fancy Irish Potatoes, per peck
Archduke Otto Dead.
20
From country wagon. at public qual1111111011•11$ 1/5
FR NO IMAM
25c to $10.00
weeks
few
rooms.
In
a
with which they have no connection. New Fancy Mackrel at
Otto
nished
club
Nov,.'2,-Archdtike
10
Vienna.
ity
liteOlum to very poor, $8 to $17
smoker
given
by
the
entblIc
will
be
The aseoclatioa Pays $25 for arrest en lb. can Plain City Baking PowRight Sell at Selde Doom
•
Wed this morning after a Meg
Per tOlD for Talons =titans.
and conviction of any bone solicitor,
pod;..
Seas, ad 41 mag.
der foe
-- 4

We've just gotten another lot of those pretty
Plaid Silk Waists.

Hallowe'en SociaL
Misses Lucille Barth, Mary Gregory, Julia Dabney, Cora Smith, Willie
Willis, Elizabeth Williamson, Ethel
Hawkins, Ruth Daynhans, Ethel
Sights, Mary B. Jennings, Maud Lamb
Mary Line, Elizabeth &Dom, Mary
Barry and Bernice Miller compose's
Mrs. Frank Parham's Sunday school
class, will hold a Hallowe'en festival
In the lecture room of the First
Christian church this evening. A delightful musical program has been
prepared. Hallowe'en games will be
indulged is end refreshmedis served.

I160.0 HART & SONS C0.1

THE COURTS

TODAY'S MARKETS
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Dr. Geo. M a s gan a

Out-of-Town
Medicines...

We Can Get It

R. W.WALKER CO.

1

ENGLERT 4
BRYANT'S
SPECIALS....
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KLPERIENCE.

HER OWN WAY

Augusta, Ga., Nov. 1.--Dr. Julian
P. Themes, the minis:wire amateur
aeronaut of New York had perhaps
the narrowest escape * the history
The Play That Made Maxine
of Americas issi'.osta ascensions here
Elliott fatuous.
aftetraoon. He wise carried thou.:lead of feet in the air, clinging to
Thousands of surgical operations are perPhillip's Birthday Party. The tee network of runeway balloon,
formed
every year in our great city hospitals
with
Greatest Children.' Scene halfwitneltbet- basket below him, nor
to aid him.
upon
women
afflicted with serious female
Ever Presented Upon a Stage The truant balloon went eutirel)
troubles. Sometimes the operations are sucPrices: 25,35. 50, 75, ill and $1.30 3Ut of eight, and the hundreds who
desperateir chased it ig automobiles
cessful—oftentimes they are not.
sad bags*. lost the Wail for more
It is safe to say that certainly nine out of ten operations
thee an hour. The ballhon had come
to the around Mx mijs from town.
for female troubles might have been wholly avoided.
Tboimas, who hed east elf his bask it
The most valuable tonic and re-builder of the female
rather thaa disappoint the spectators,
Leander DeCordova
we dragged about a option Feld in
organism, the medicine with a record of thousands of cases
mailed a laadiug, but micaped with a
I
',ell
literally snatched from the operating table, is
bruised arm.
Tells Hi. Experience.
Mr. HERBERT E.
On las return to this city Dr.
Thomas gave the following account
of his experience:
"I came to Augusta to wake an
Do not consult to an operation which may mean death until after
The singing comedian
P..,iClasiOu and I made it in spite of
you have given Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
the fact that the balloon burst before
In the supreme sovereign of all It left the ground. Vol three dsys
Note what it did for Mrs. Paul Oliver, whose letter follows:
sensational melodramas entithd and night& myself sad my men workNAIR Mite. PIWKHAllt:—f was Suffering from pains In my side
ed hard to flit the balloon with gas.
and
a -elnous female trc..ble. The doctors said to get well I
Jail as we had accomplished this difmust have an
operat 3n perfrmed. but I would not consent to that.
ficult task the wind became so strong
I beard of Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound and
that It took hundreds of bags of
sent
bottle; the first dose did me good, and after taking the first bottle for a
sand and forty muse to bold it on the
I could
groatad. In Wits of their comblsed
sleep all right and I did not have these pains In my abdomen which I had
efforts tile halloos swayed sad towed
all the Ume before. Now I can ride ten miles in a carriage, my color has
backward aid forward, beating itself
returned. and I am full of life. I owe all this to the Vegetable Compound
.
ea the drosed and Wine( electric
It has also done wonders for my thirtaen-year-old daughter. I will
wirer of every tiewerigetioa. Finally
Oliver cease to praise it and recommend it to my friends.
we succeeded In freeing it from the
Mes. PAUL OUVER, St. Martinsville, La.
wires and drawleg it outo • large
By Naar= J. Fulfill&
flatboat on the canal, and held it
Thousands cf women, residing In every part of the United
-.toady there by an army of boys told
States, bear willing testimony to the wonderful virtue of Lydia
MOO.
"Tbere was nothing to do but to
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It cures female ills and creates
ascend immediately or give up the &a.
radiant, buoyant female health. For your own sake try it.
cent entirely, as there woo Ito pawl.
35e, 50c end 75e.
ble
ItkV vitheb the bolloon could
Seat, ois sale Saturday V a.
he albeeessfully repaired in the south
I was determined to main: the attempt
abstainer the wet. I had all the WOlast east oil lameadiately and ordered
the ISOM to tars loose, bin the balloon
a
I e dri!optic event of the season would net emceed. I ties dieoonanchor
my
peeled
and
then
my
heavy
Edward C. White
guide (1 bed two). Next I disco°
l'resents
sheeted my basket and climbed into
Tkootrieal Noire
the rigging, blueing on one bag of
ballast I gale !ha world to let her go,
aud u1) I wert like a rocket. Unfort
unauey my &wad guide roes caught
, on a poet. and I was being drawn on
AT THE KENTUCKY.
Ii tie Amitotic Drama
For declining years is a good tubstantial savings acthe tope of hulldinge at the rate of
eaturday, Matinee and Night—
thirty miles an hoar. There was eel, "Pig. Pali, rola ••
count, built up during the money earning period.
ose thing that could rase me. This
1 oniciit—"Her Owe IA's)."
Depot.lt part of your earnings weekly or monthly
was to cut the guide rope. This I
In
this
bank. and at 4 per cent compounded semiinstal:Ley accomplished, as I bad car• Contraeting Character* in the Ploy
AND THtF.
riod lu my mouth a loos epee knits
annually 3on will soon have a snug sum-to fill back
Jules ilurry's production of Cird
as a precautionary measure
In- Flteh'e greatest play-Her Own Ws'
upon.
stantly I had done this I shot up to
will be aspen here at Tbe Kett
a height of 5.000 feet.
Begin today
"For the first time in my balloon on Friday night. Among the ch
Ins experience I felt rather micom tens in the play are two men baPresented on an elaborate scale tortahle to ray
the least, for I was for the gir. they love, each with
with magnificent scenery, bril hanging on one of the ropes of the own differing weapons. One is
liently beautiful coat a Ines, cornet rigging by one leg. At the height of dier who &gists his love battles as it.
4.
f
r:fire
5.e00 feet
furniture and artistic lighting ef- fortab:e. I made myself more corn. fights in the Philippines. The Dee.
Is a born schemer who does his •
fects.
to win by blasting the lives of that
The election returns will be rePoraniaseer Robbed.
,
nearest and dearest to the worn..
0. W. Fouts, Postmaster at River.
ceived by special agreement over
he loves. There is the gnat.
the Western Union wires and an- ton, 13 , nearly :oat his life and was brother, the schemer's willies
nounced from the stage by Miss robbed of all comfort, accord:rig to The prattling of the childirest in
his letter
which says: "For 26
place piece In another telling factor
Holland during intermissions
years 1 had chronic liver complaint,
Meath on Sale
In the istor". And last of all Is the
U a.
which led to such a severe case of
Prices 23c, 35c, 30c. 75c, $1, $1.50
heroine strong is her own might, cajealndiee that even my Auer nails
pable of lightierg her battles singleturned yellow; when my doctor prewaded, who wrests victories from
The 'few Header
scribed Electric Bitters: which curtteerning defeat and sets all things
Cures all kidney, bladder and rheu
ed me and have kept me well for 11
• t In "Her Own Way." Thie wonmatic troublee; sold by J. H. Oehlyears." Sure cure for Smousness,
derful character of Georgian& is
schlaeger, 601 Broadway, Dr. E. W.
Neuralgia, Weakness and all Stomplayed by Mies Sylvia Lysden
Hell, odic. 2925 Olive street, St.
ach, Liver. Kidney and Bladder deLouis, Mo.
langantente. A wooderfal tonic. At
11. C. Whitney's "Ptff, PAL Pouf."
all druggists, 50 cents.
Osbert-Me for The Sttle
B. C WhITSZYS gorgeous musical
production. "PIE Paff. Pont," from
New YetiOn Blig Midget.
New York, Nov.
tens. Its run at the New York Casino, is
61 2- 4.421,505:GG to run -Greater New she offering at the Kentucky theateYork sad the conntiee which It em- Saturday matinee and night. The
braces during the year 19.07. This story of "Plff. Paff, Pouf" concerns
was the aggregate of the impute ap- ofie August Male*, (Chas. P.
MOHpropriations made today
by
the son) who cannot touch two millions
board of estimate, The net Increase
ass $13,616,015. which includes $2.- left him by his deceased wife, should
1,00,000 appropriated under the tax he marry before his four daughters
A- the gay
deficiency law of 1006 to wipe oft the have found htiebande
books that amount Of uneollectable widower cruises along the sands of
taxes. Mandatory provisions for sal- Atlantic City for a wife, he meets
ary increases, etc.. amounted to $6.- the dashing widow, Lillian
MonFREE REAL.ESTATE PRICE LIST
1411,599 and the other increases to tagne (tienrielea Lee)
whom
he
54,430,41C.
Notwithstanding the considers his affinity.
Immediately
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
swelling of the budget the tax rate,
they begin hieing plane to Marry oft
the mayor said, will not differ materthe four Melon girls. There are more
ially from that of the last two years.
than 20 song successes
the most
prominent being, "I'm the 0-host
Deaths Pram ApprOdieias.
That Never Walked," "My Unkissed
DR. J. D. SMITH. of Paducah
the.
decrease is the same ratio that the Man," "I'm
So Happy," "Lntte,"
Anti-License PrOhlbiti011 Candidate
use of Di. King's New LK* Pills in- "I'nder the Goo Goo
Tree," "Cordefor Congress..
creases. They have you from danger ll& Malone,"
"The liefaneholy Sunand bring quick and !Minion, release beam and
the Rose," "Dolly Dimfrom constipation and the ills grow- ple" and
The way to kill as
others. The principals this
ing out of it. Strength and vigor al- reason
etre is ly shoot It to
are: Henrietta Lee, Denman
The Enders Safety- Razor,
death
v.Ith your vote.
ways follow their use. Guaranteed Maley,
Emilie Gardner. Charles B.
distributed bs immons Hardby all druggists. 25c. Try them.
Morrientt Olive Woolford, Charles
wars' Co. This is a twelve!
The way toparrete•
It. Holly. Lulu ifeConnell. J. C.Nienate an P5115 to TeltAll crooki 4oti2 hi dressed In dell, Fannie hie, Jobs
bladed razor, selling for 11.
Dyer, Lisle
tate, restrict and prostrait Istioth.
Ask toe**.
Stet:4'00d and others including the
tect it with your vote.
Original AMerlean pony ballet, the
IdePherson's Drug Stet* Ex.
Many a marked man hao the tat- greatest culotte of &snobby girls
in
elusive Afia441.
if YOU WANT Tag TRAFFIC haellIKALD
toe &Met to dealt
it.
rho erafid.
'•••
I Weer YntrIt TOM
• -
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Lydia F.. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Cures Where Others Fail

TUESDAY Night, Nov. 6

Mildred Holland
THE LILY
PRINCE

AN EXCELLENT STAFF

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
227 Broadway

i

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
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, Prices: Matinee ......______...
.50c, 'Sc and $1.00
Children 25c.
Night
.....25c, 35c, 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
Seats on Sale Friday 9 a. m.
.anonnienimommomai

_.

THEKENTUCKY
BOTH PHONES 348.

MATINE1
AND NIGHT I

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 7
Sanford B. IlLicaby's
Ye Bright and Merry

WM. H.WEST
BIG JUBILEE

MINSTRELS

40

BRIGH
INTST
L
LIGHT
R
I
TS
S
THED
WORLD
THE SNOW WHERE EXCLUSIVENESS AND NOVELTY PREDOMINATE
Singers
Comedians
FEATURING

40

James Cantwell, Wayne If. Clirist‘ •
(leo. Van, Dick Illitehell
Win. lienatid, Fred DcForest, Billy. Graham, C. VanNostraud
THE BATTLESHIP FOUR
\ i wrgeous Spectacular Scenic ('rest.MOONLIGHT ON THE SUWANEE
i
t $1, 75e, 50e, 3.5e, '25e. Prices matinee,

PrH , -

seats.

Se.ats on sale Tuesday If a. m.

Grand Street Demonstration at 12 Noon

Street Cars to Worten's Addition
in Sixty Days.
HOML;tio EASY TO JET. Three to eight-room lecuaes
in Worten's Addition at from POO to ill,last). Less than oust of the
Improvements. Cash or on ternia to suit the purchaser. I have

e

4

not increased the prices on these properties over what they were
before the procurement of the car line to this Addition. but will do
sio *soon as the Hoe Is put In operation, which the company ad'
vises me will be before Christmas. Now Is 3 O'Jr chance. You can't
uffurd to miss it.

J. M. WORTEN
Fraternity Building.

ammimme

I-

'mom

, For. eman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Incorporated

i
House Wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.

122.134 N. Fourth St.

Phcs nom 757

anlellatillMenlaah

CITY TRANSFER Col
Now located at

Cila.uber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499
r10 TO

PAGE'S RESTUARANT
For Ilnick lunches. Short ordert a specialty. Oive
us
PAG114"184 119 laciastll Third

a trial.

I
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STRONG SPEECHES habit-forming4rye ..tMedicines.nWATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
E With Edged
LEAD TO ARREST ABOUT THE ISSUES
ON AT THE NOVEMBER ELECTION
Tools

.m11:1111:I

12 11112 2

of the so-called patent medicine., re.
tattling injurious ingredients as I
published i n some journals of nor., er
ION iellutmes, this publicity has certainly
beenof great benefit in arousing tieedea
attention to ibis subject, It has. In a
considerable measure, remelted in the
'Most intelligent people avoiding such
foods and medicines as may is. fairly set- REPORT OE JOINT LIGHT AND WATER CONINIITTEE ON NEW toe.
- By HENRY %TON MEMINW*1
Well
JusMade
At
By
111,14111.w, Ingee.
English
City
Hall
From
the
Fugitive
containing
of
peeled
.1 "Ms Sewn." "ItedWs tow."
711.14.1' BETWEEN THE CITY OF PADUCAH AND THE PADUCAH
- Wks
dientit complained ot. Recognizing' this
"hamar tamose h Assett." hr.
_
fact some time Age, Dr. Pierce, of Buffalo,
Knomn Men Last Night,
tice Found In Army.
WATER COMPANY.
N. Y., tauk erne by the forelock," as it
m101181104 broadcast all the
Copyright, IKA. by Harper & Brothers I
were,
and
e.
ingradioats of which his popular medi4-i-i4.1 1 1 1 1 1 1
111111I 1 i I 1-14
cines are coneried. Thus he has coraGatherall harping critics sad
plot-sty forestel
Farmers Will Be Taught How to Vrell Attended Non-Partlean
(-tiArrcp iK VII
Owlerto the ,fact that the contract the proposed contract of $96,630.
all opposition that might otherwise be
over
by
learning
Preside('
Denatured
Alcoatenufacture
rtnEE sa,1 tit.o- ni.. arrival of
n
*cellist his medielpes. because they assisting between the city of Peducith
There is nothing contained in tte
hol by Government.
are now or Knows owtheorrioa. Fur- and the local totter company for fire proposed contract changing the right.
the rescuing fm-ee at tia. plateau
the
formula
thenoore,
from
printed
on
Goy °Ward had ,ore'lltleed a
every bottle wrapper,ft will be peen that hydrants expires during the current of the city or those of the water comretreatieg party-, e elevenths(' by
these neidlcines contain 'no alcohol or , month It was incumbent upon the pany under the original franchise
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In Speaking of Mary Baker He Speaks By The Card For General Council Instructs For
G. Eddy Yesterday.
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VIEWS ABOUT THE INTERVIEW. CHARLATAN AND A DEMAGOGUE. MAKE

SMALL

Special Showing of

ASSESSMENTS.

New York, Nov. e.-Under date of
Utica, N. Y., Nov. 2.-Secretary of
The joint boards of the ge
Boston. Mass.. the World printed the State Eilhu Root Joined with Charles council met
last night in special
following this evening:
E. Height*. the Republican candidate skin and
decided on the method or
"No doubt remains that Mrs. Mary for governor of Nee York state is assessment for
sewer district No. 2.
Baker G. Eddy is a physical wreck. here today, addressing a meeting In
L. A. 1Veahington, city engineer.
senile and close to death and that the the Majestic theater. Secretary Root presented
a report emplaining the
doors of Pleasant View have closed came directly from Washington sod former
methods and the methods
upon her never to he reopened unless using the name of President Roose- stipulated
under a late act. The
drastic legal measures be taken to velt and speaking as he said, "with board
voted to assess the cost acSolve the secrets of the house of mys- hie authority." asked the Poole's of cording
to the superncial square foot
tery.
the state to elect Hughes governor. instead of
the front foot. This means
"The World Is in a position to hay When he appealed to the workingmen that every property
owner in the dispositively that lass yers were today to help President Roosevelt by elect- trict
ail! bear his kroportionate
consulted In Boston by fair minded ing liugiree, there wise a great out- share of
thy, expense. mail.. A. Wasbmembers of the Christian Science cult burst of cheering. And at the con- ington,
city engineer, was instructed
who are now convinced of Mrs. Eddy's clusion of his quotation front Roose- to
prepare his estimates accordingly.
pitiful collapse and of the fraud and velt's message, relating to the assesCity Engineer Washington also retrickery that surround her.
mination of President McKinley, when
ported the completion of estimates
"Caivin A. Frye and others of his he said, "and I say by his authority for Contracto
r Thomas Bridges' Sons.
all powerful come, 1.1 actual pie al- that what he thought of Hearst then. for
paving Kentucky avenue. He has
cal posses-ion and control of old Mrs he thinks of Hearst now," the demon- his
draftsmen working on other pavEddy, will be forced to tell what has stration and Menem* and cheering ing
estimates on the same contract.
become of her great fortune, estimat- which followed, continued for some
The distribution of the expense
ed by those who should know as close time.
throughout the district instead of
to $ 1 11.1104.030.
"President Roosevelt and Hearst letting the
burden fall wholly on
"The grate,- of the situation is ful- stand as far apart as the poles.
abutting property owners will make
ly realized by the executive heads of
"Listen to what President Roose- this assessmen
t light
Are all the newest fall and winter models,
Lbe cult, and they were in session for velt himself has said of Hearst and
Include those new beautiful form fitting
his kind. President Roosevelt's first
Business suits, semildress suits, suits for everyhours today at headquarters.
three-q
uarter length French ficrc-back styles;
"Admittedly, the carefully staged message to congress, speaking of the
day wear, new maitary forry-fitting styles,
Interview at Coneorel yegeerday prov- assassin of McKinley. be spoke of
the
new
Touritt and Traveler box coats, meRIVER NINO
ed only one fling. Mutely, the literal him as 'inflamed by reckless utter• coats will) the sew long roll. lapels, single or
truth of the World's exposure of Mrs. ances of tho.-e who on the stump sued
dium or long, in blacks, Off6rds and 'fin•
double breasted styles; in worsteds, fancy
Eddy's pitiable condition.
is the public press, appeal to the dark
"This was
ringbone we Imes; also cravenettes. Overcoats
apparent even to the and err. spirits of malice arid greed.
cheviots, velours, cassimeres, blue serges arid
The gauge registered a stage of
most fanneeal or the milt that Alfred envy and sullen hatred The wind Ls
black
9.1
this
thibets
morning,
;
cut
in
which well dresse 1 men ...ill find more
after the latest eastern fasha fall of 6 in the
Parlow, head of the national Chris- sowed by men who preach such doctian Selene* publicity bureau, was trines. and they cannot eacape the last 24 hours. Business at the wharf
ions.
Evcry suit is a beauty in appearance
genuine value than ever before. Ask the
forced to this remarkable statement responsibility for the whirlwind that was light this morning.
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"'I regard the interview of yester deliberate demagogue, to exploiter of aground, the Joe Fowler took it in
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night
and
carried
it
the
,
up
$15.00
day as a mistake,' saM he. 'The re- • sensationalism and to the crude and
$15.00
porters eel not see Mrs. Wed% long foolish visionary who, for whatever Tennessee river from -the foot of Madison
street,
to where the Martha
emerge to form an accurate Idea of reason, apologize* for crime and esHearten had been tied up. The Marher condition."
cites aimless discontent.'
tha liennen left yesterday after a tow
"I say. by the president's authority,
of ties
that in opening with these words,
IHYFEL ARRIVALS.
It is not ksown definitely when the
Palmer: H. T. MeRIII, St. Louis; with the horror of President McKinChattanooga. Packet company will
B. T. Dottier, Chicago: G. W. Orth, ley's death fresh before hirn, he had
start the Chattanooge-.Cairo line, but
St. Louis; II Goldsmith. Louisville; Hearst specifically in his mind, and
when It does get going Capt. Louis
ear,
by his authority, that what he
J. F. Lomasney, Nashville; H
RUDY, PHILLIPS &
A.
Pei) will be on one of the steamers
Dunlap, St. Louis: Vernon Merritt, thought of Hearst then, he thinks of
and Llge Mathis will be on the other,
Rumeliville: T. L. Gorman. Jellico, Hearst now."
Capt 'Mathis last season was first
Characterising Hearst as a violent
Tenn.; N. J. Newman, Detroit; Leclerk on the Chattanooga.
roy Shaekl. ford. Trenton. Tenn.; A. and unworthy demagogue and PersistThe Kentucky arrived today laterl
V. Halides. Atlanta; S. W. Powell. ent office seeker. Root declared that than usual
front the Tennessee river
as
a
congress
man he proved h.meelf
Boston; R. M. Atkins, Cairo,
ft.
and will leave Saturday evening on
N. Harris. Mayfield; J. M. Moore. La a worthless public servaot.; that while the return trip.
Ceater; Harry 0. Tandy. Frankfort; professing to favor Independent JudiThe Joe Fowler arrived last night
ciary he had made a deal with TamA. B. Bernstein, New York.
at 11 o'clock and Instead of returnmany
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ing Immediately, waited
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York; W. P. Workman, Nashville; nation of the judiciary ticket in New o'clock this morning
to leave on the
York;
that
while
inveigling against
Milton Sanchez, St. Louie: F. Murregular schedule time, The EVADEphy, Louisville; H. S. Dent, Clarks- corporations, his own corporate man- vine packets will try to make
schedTulle. Tenn.; H. I. Smith, Nashville, agement shows the insincerity of his ule time from now on,
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the name of every attraction that
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Root then denotinced Hearse as a
The Dick Fowler left on time for
comes to The Kentucky, is tieing put skillful
demagogue and declared he
Cairo this morning for the round
up on the Broadway and Fifth street Is
Pair- White Nottingham Lace Curtains, 334 yards long, worth $1.00,
especially dangerous, because he
trip.
for
corner of the Palmer hotel. On the
DON'T TAKE CHANCES
is rich, owns newspapers of large drnight an attraction shows here, the eulation
Pair-White or Arabian Curtains in 51 and 6)inch wliths -worth $1.25,
and can hire able men to
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for..,
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tame of the play will be given in a
Official Forecasts.
el 00
speak well of him. Root declared that
blase of electricity. On the nights there
Pair-White, Cream and Arabian Curtains, in a beautiful range of styles. moth
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t2 00 fur
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and acquaintances -as to his private will continue felling durins the next
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who purchases his speaks teem
diums and will give a strictly metoff the counter, or front the
is to be made governor of our state." the next several days. It is probable
ropolitan touch to Broadway. The
hands cut some peddler or travel
Hearst, be said, is known solely as that the river at Florence will fall
sign was made in New York. It will
log fakir, will some day nnd
a rich man who owns a number of below the 2-foot stage before another
All sizes and all ;pion. We sell the best hand-made cloth ani H trtshorn
that he has done his eyes an Inbe possible to Fee it from four direcrollers'
searationa: papers and publishes rise sets in.
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PURITANISM RETARDS DRAMA.
many leader, has sent a cablegram
We have all the latest, up-toRemarkable Case
0111111 Is UR
from Ireland, congratulating State
Heavy Oil Cloth in all widths 25c the yard. Litillenrn 50e square yard and tap.
date electrical instrument.' f.o
earthed.
Henry .trthar James 90 Declares el
Senator P. H. MeCarren, leader of
examining the eyes. (Joule in
Lecture to Harvard Students,
and talk it over.
the Brooklyn Democracy, on the
Columbia. Ky., Nov. 2.-One of
stand he has talten In opposition to
the most remarkable cages in the anCambridge. Mass., Nov
Ve
2.--."We
1-nals of medical science has just owe the
imbecility ante paralysis of
100 Remnant Rags 134 yards long, nicely frinzed, made of Axminster velvet awl
come to light in Russell county, the our drarua
today to the insane rage
brussels Choice 11 00
truth of which is vouched for by of puritanism that would
see nothing
promintgnt citizens of that communi- to the theater but a
horrible, unhol)
Taptstry Pottle*, $1.5") to $12.00
ty. Het-draft tirider, aged 63 years, thing to he crushed out of
existence.'
Rope Portiere.. $1 25 to $8.50
near
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foe
asleep
twelve
declared Henry Arthur-- -Jews, the
CREW THIS HAIR
years ago, and all efforts to awaken English dramatist, In his lecture
Table Covers, ,Oc to $3.50
on
him
proven unavailing to this "The Corner Stones of
Modern
Hassocks, 35: to $ .25
And we sew day. have
During that time he has been Drama." before the students of HarC,COA
65c to St 73
given Belted nourishment twice a yard Veriversity today.
day. The man's pulse and phyeticall "The hostile religious spirit every
Mats'
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condition are said to be normal, and where sets up a current of ill will toFish Nets, Figured Nets, Silkol.nes, Cretonea, Denims, Bu.rlaps,
his muscles are more stipple than a ward the drama in England and Amer
man who has had exercise. Phyesi- lea," he said. "It everyiehere stim
Fringes.
clans are puzzled over the strange elates opposition to the theater; it
Optical Headquarters it Paducah
keeps alive prejudices that
malady.
would
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otherwise have died down 200 years
Imported Tapestry Panwls, with frame, from
ego, and it is, in my opinion, the one
Fourth Kentucky Pay,
great obstacle to the rise of a aeriout
Capt. C. C. Calhoun yesterday de- dignified national
art of the (barna.'
$2.50 to $15.00
posited with the auditor the governHearst to reoperate.
Mr. Jones enumerated as secondary
ment's voucher for $24,000, which causes the divorce
W. R. 'Hearst yesterday appealed
of the drama from
will be divided among the members literature, the absence from
the thea- dtrectle to Judge Otto A. Rosalskr.
ne the Fourth Kentucky infantry ter of any sane or intelligib
le ideas of the court of general sessions, to
and the two troops of cavalry which about morality, the divorce
2 1 9-22 3 BROADWAY---of the take vieorous criminal action against
served in the war with Spain.
drama from its sister arts, the absorp the board of electitint of New York
for
—
tion of the Engage drama into popualleged criminal negligence in
lar amusement, the want of a traa- faillug to prevent the Joss or deTo Didier Judge Beckner.
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Proceedings to disbar Judge Wil- ing school for actors, the elevation struction of petitions teed with the n New York next Tuesday night.The
board
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nominate
actors and actresses
candidates of the rewards were
liam Beckuer, one of the leaders in
MOS STELLA WELLS,
announced by the New
I. Hvinohms
the state bar, were resumed }ester- into false positions as stars, and lack Independence league. Judge Roses- York Democratic state
09Ssego.
committee.
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Taken to Aurora.
the dead to enter her doors," and he
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See the Special Window Displays.
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Carpets, Curtains
and Kindred Lines

S 4ne unusual values presented for the w.,ric's s:11ing, which
a e worthy of your considerati )n.
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